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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
The present thesis finds its origin in this challenge ot 
Sir Roger L'Strange: 
But I would as soon undertake to raise 
a pertect man again out ot the dust ot 
Cataline. as to extract a true history 
out ot the rubbish ot ,Oat.s' shams, per-juries, and entormations. Such a history. 
1 mean as a sober man would not be ashamed 
to own. So that there' (I no thou,ht or 
Bosalbilit\ 2! dr.wins oraer 2!! 2l ~ c~nru.!on. 
In the pag •• that tollow an attempt will be made to draw order ou 
or the contusion that has been caused by Titus Oates' statements, 
by the untair measures of the Seventeenth Century English Courts, 
and by Protestant historians. Some modern historians still 
believe that there was a certain amount ot truth in Oates' strang. 
narrative about the Jesuit designs even though they admit that 
2 Oates and his companions were 11ars ot the first order. 
The Popish Plot is too vast a subject to be handled 
adequately in this treatment. Several phases or it, such as, 
1 Sir Roger L'Strange, ! Bri~t Hlst0lra g! the fime,~, 
Printed for R. Sure, at araY8-lnn-~te i~orbornt 
16tH~, part I, 4. 
2 Leopold von Ranke, ! Brief HiS~rY 2! S_ 1n the 
Seventeentb centur,' Clarendon res., ax or , I!'7',,-IV. 60. Sir John Pollock, he Popish ~, University Pr~8St 




the death of Oodfrey_ the politics behind the plot, the per-
secution of the Catholics, the dissention in the ranks ot the 
Catholics, the trails, and the psychological problems of how the 
English people could believe the outrageous lies of Oates, ofter 
excellent topics tor essays and theses. Since the subject must 
be limited, a topic was Cho~ that would be of interest to a 
Jesuit, one that would atford him an opportunity to refute a few 
or the misconceptions which have been banded down by English 
Protestant bistorians regarding the Jesuits and their part in the 
plot. As 'ather Peter Guilday bas said, we can not allow men likE 
Macaulay, Hume, Hallam, Taunton, Pollock and others who have 
innate prejudices agalnst tbe Society, to have the last word in 
this aftair.> The English Jesuit has been portrayed as a plotter 
and traitor per excellance who was thoroughly imbued with Spanish 
ideas and desirous of the predominance of Spain over his own 
. 
country. There are many unsolved questions in the history 
Province of the Society ot Jesus. and a tinal judgement at them 
can not be passed until the Society bas given us its story from 
4 
its own standpoint and under its own ottical seal. 
) aev. Peter Guilday. The English RerUf!es on the Continent 1~-.lZ211 L0!lPans. Green ana Co.. neton, M4. 10D. 
4 !!Ii.;-Ib. ~162. 
The Society has been attacked and vilified by Catholics and 
Protestants a11ke, and when such attacks are made against the 
Church itself, the Society'. enemies should be answered. When 
one reads such passages as the follOwing, he finds it hard to 
sympathize with the ignorance,of some historians; 
No one in the least acquainted with the 
history of the Jesuits and with the writings 
of their apologists can believe that their method 
ot procedure was by converslon of individuals 
alone. The Society has always been in it. 
essence ralitlcal, •••• The Jesuits beld the wires 
ol peIIt cs in t6eir hands and directed the 
polloy.5 
3 
Or again Malcolm V. Hay points out these scattered comments on th. 
Jesuit found in Lord Thomas BabIngton Macaulay's Rister: o~ 
England: 
2
1) They glide from one country to .another. ) They are UDscroupulo\ts in their choice 
ot means. r) They are regardless ot truth • 
... ) They systematically debase the standard 
ot evangelical morality for the purpose 
of increasing their influence. 
S) They gave licence to deceit sufficient 
to destroy., the whole value of human con-
tracts and human teatlmony.6 
This 1s the popular English view concerning the members ot the 
Society ot Jesus. Many historians ot lesser note that Lord 
Macaulay teach that the Jesuits are liars by profeSSion, 
S Pollock, 53·'S. 
6 Malcolm V. Hay J. The Jesuits and the POJlah Plot, Kegan 
Paul, Trench, Tru6ner and Co:-tt3:; 19 4, 3~ 
» 
intriguers who by virtue of their oftice specialize in spreading 
~ 7 
calumnies against honest Englishmen. Misrepresentation has 
pursued the Jesuits throughout all English literature, even into g 
the dictionary. The difficulty i8 that these authors have no 
firs~-hand knowledge of this'Society. very little acquaintance 
with its history, and are contented to sit back and without 
question accept the popular tradition that Jesuits are villalns. 
imposters, liars and intriguers. The Jesuit-myth haa again been 
popularized bere in America a8 late as June 1946. In an artieal 
on "The Protestant Revolution" in l:-'t~ ~ga.in~ we find the 
traditional stage Jesuit portrayed. 
The purpose ot his (St. Ignatius Loyola) 
ml.810n was to strengthen the Church by 
penetrating European society, influencing 
the men ot all ranks who controlled It 
directing education, gaining control of 
the contessional and preaching the faith 
in way8 which appeal to the imagination 
and weakness ot the world ••• He emphasized 
social arts which would ingratiate the 
Jesuits with people ot in/luence ••• A 
cheertul and intelligent worldiness was the 
Jesuits' public tace ••• He spied and was 
constantly spied on so that an enormous mass ot 
internal intelligence reports constantly 
cluttered the desk ot the General who was him-
selt subject to the surveillance ot tive spies 
ot the order oftiCially appointed tor that 
purpose ••• Klngs, ruling groups, strategically 
7 :lli.!., 16S. 
S lPl2., 201. 
/ 
,,; 
placed persons. and even whole governments (like that ot Portugal) were in their 
hands ••• Their success power and insistance 
on the principle that the end justities th§ 
means made them dreaded even by Catholics.~ 
This article 1s not in the same clas8 .s the histories mentioned 
abov.,. but the scholars set the tradition and each succes81ve 
generation bas added ita own contribution to the massive output 
ot prejudiced and abusiye books 'and articles. Lite has been 
-
quoted that this infamous tradition is not yet dead. 
So in order to retute this popular t,ra.dition about the 
Society and especially about the Blessed English Jesuit Marty~S 
who were victimized by Titus Oates. and in order to draw order 
out ot confusion. an investigation will be made into the charges 
brought against the Jesuits in 1678 by Titus Oates. The plan will 
be to examen the witness for tbe prosecution. his background and 
hi. chargee next to examine the principal charge against the 
Society, the Jesuit consult, and .e. what actually did happen at 
thi. meeting and. finally, one mu.t examen the derendants, their 
trails, oath. and deatha. 
Iowever, betore th, •• investigations are mad., the scene 
must be .et by giving the background ot the reign ot Charl.s II, 
9 "The Protestant Revolution", Lite, June 14, 
1948, 93. 
6 
and the status ot the Jesuits and Catholics in England at this 
time. When upon the restoration ot the Stu:lrt dynasty in 1660, 
Charles II issued the Declaration ot Breda promising toleration 
in religious matters. The Declaration of Indulgence soon 
tollowed, 80 Catholics hoped that the restored sovereign would 
10 
continue his policy of full religious liberty. However 
settlement of the religious question was postponed until the 
Cavalier Parliament passed the Clarendon Code, which was a trium~ 
tor Anglicanism. Hyde, later Lord Charedon was the King's chiet 
adViser durIng this period. Two catastrophe. hit London in 1665 
and 1666 which affected religious toleration, the social lite and 
11 
politics tor the next twenty years. The first was the Plague 
which raged in London trom June to December 1665. and the other 
was the Great Fire ot London in September 1666. The common 
people regarded the Plague and the Fire as manitestatioDs ot God'. 
anger agsinst their governors, but none the less considered 
them to be the work ot the Papists. 
that the Fire broke out aCCidentally. 
Historians are now agreed 
12 
10 Rev. George Stebbing, e.s.a.a., !h! Church !n England, 
Sanda and Co., London 1921, 442. 
11 George M. Trevelyan, 'n~and Under the Stuarts, Methuen 
and Co. Ltd •• London, 1 jH. JOb. ,-





Soon atter the Fire. Clarendon fell from power. Since he 
... had represented the King against the Parliament in fiscal matters 
and Parliament against the King in religious matters he incurred 
, 
the hostility of both. Atter his oanishment the King depended 
for advice upon the lamoua "Cabal tf. The men who composed the 
Cabal were Clifford, a staunch Catholic; Aahley, later Earl of 
Shaftesbury, bitter enamy ot religious toleration tor Catholics 
and leader or the Whigs who tried to exclude King James II from 
the throne, Buckingham, patron of the Independments; Arlington, 
inclined toward Catholicism; Lauderdale, a Scott who had no 
13 
principles. Not one of tbem was an Anglican, and the King's 
bellefs during this period are an enigma which probably will 
lIt 
never be solved. His sympathies seemed to be CatholiC, but 
he never allowed his inclination toward the true faith to inter-
fere with his political career until his deathbed conversion. 
Charles originally planned a second or Catholic Stuart despotism 
based on Catholicism, toleration, a standing army and the French 
15 
alliance, but afterwards he abandoned the idea. 
Tbis was an age of intrigue and perhaps we shall never know 
the full extent of Oharles' plans and commitments. In 1670 be 
13 Ibid., 364. 
14 ~d Mathew, Catholicism in England, Longmans, Green and 
00 II t London, 1937. 92 II -
15 Trevelyan, 365. 
signed the Secret Treaty of Dover with King Louis IIV of France. 
By virtue of this treaty Charles was subsidized by Louis and a 
political alliance with France was formed with the proviso that 
at a suitable time Charles was to declare himself a Catholic and 
16 
grant liberty of conscience. Although Charles postponed his 
profession of Catholicism, politicans and the common people were 
displeased with his negotiations with the Papists and France. 
By contrast the King's brother, the Duke of York and tuture King 
James II, did not imitate the political craft of Charles, but 
17 
openly announced his profession of the Catholic faith in 1669. 
Charles' Declaration of Indulgence was denounced by 
Anglicans and Puritans alike. In retaliation Parliament passed 
the Test Act of 1673 imposing a solemn declaration against the 
doctrine of transubetan1ation on those who held office in the 
government. With the Cabal disolved Charles outwardly abandoned 
Catholicism, and continued to profess Protestantism. The Earl 
of Danby and leader ot the new Troy party, became first minister 
of the Crown and real ruler of England. He was however stubbornl) 
opposed by Shaftesbury and the Whigs. Danby appealed to the old 
16 Stebbing, 448. 
17 Brother Henry Foley, S.J., Records of the English Province 
ot the Society of Jesus, Burns and OitiS; London, 1869, 
r; Series ill, r. 
F __ -----------------------------------------------, 
9 
Cavalier principles ot intolerant Anglicanism and the royal pre-
rogative, while Sahftesbury stood for the Dissenters and Parli-
amentary supremancy. In the hope of placing a majority of their 
members in the new Parliament, the Whigs tried to disolve Parli~ 
went in 1677. For this Shaftesbury incurred the wrath of King 
Charles and was committed·to the Tower for a year. In 1678 the 
Whigs' fortunes were at a low ebb, but they took advantage of the 
popular agitation over the Popish Plot and tried to exclude the 
Duke of York from succeeding to the throne and to raise them-
selves to power. 
Brietly the principal developments of the Popish Plot are 
as tollows: Titus Oates whom we shall meet presently. awore to 
a tissue of lies in September 1678 concerning the traitorous 
designs of Catholics and especially of Jesuits to assasinate King 
Charles, and to overthrow the government and the Protestant 
religion. The King and several others saw clearly that his char~~ 
were fictitious, and the whole matter might have blown over had 
not Sir ldmund Berry Godfrey, the magistrate before whom Oates 
had made his depositions. been found dead on Primrose Hill. Lord 
Acton and other great English historians consider this death one 
18 
ot the greatest mysteries ot English history. It roused the 
country to a pitch of frenzy.and intolerance. for almost everyone 
blamed the Papists and Jesuits tor the murder of Godfrey. The 




secretary ot the Duke ot York, Edward Coleman, was arrested, and 
.. 
among his papers were found some letters to members of the French 
Court expressing a desire tor the return ot England to Catholicis. 
In the excited state ot public feeling these letters were made th 
most of to push the ease tor the plot, though as yet no specific 
plot was memtioned. Coleman was tried and executed and this 
started a long chain ot judieal murders. Other perjureres such a 
Bedloe, Prance and Dugdale joined Oates with the result that ahou 
thirty five Catholic laymen. secular priests and Jesuits charged 
with baving been concerned in the supposed plot were tried and 
executed for High Treason. The Jesuit trials took place on 
December 17, 1678 when 'ather William Ireland was found guilty, 
and June 13. 1678 when 'athers Thomas Whitebread, William 
Harcourt, John Fenwick, Anthony Turner and ,fohn Gavan were added 
to the list of English Jesuit Martyers. Finally in 1681 when the 
nation was returning to its senses, Blessed Oliver Plunket was th~ 
last of Oates' victims and the last of the long roll of English 
Mal'tyrs. It was not, however, until 1685. when James II was King l 
that Oates was finally conVicted of perjury and was punished. 
Ever Since the reign of Henry VIII English Catholics, 
especially Jesuits, had been persecuted. By virtue ot the act 
11 
19 
against Jesuits and 5eminarists or l585 t Jesuits were exiled, 
.. 
or if found in England, executed. However, from 1654 to 1678 no 
20 
martyrdoms are recorded, and after the restoration ot Charles 
II in 1660 the Society and the Church looked forward to a period 
of toleration and full religious liberty because, although the 
majority of the common people had learned to hate the words 
"Papist" and "Jesuit," the ling.8eemed favorable toward them. 
Charl.s tried to torget the legislation against the Catholics 
passed during the preceeding century, but the Commons and the 
people renewed their "No-Popery" clamor. 
It was on this stage in the "Shaftesbury theatre" that Titus 
21 
Oates introduced his plot. There was a real foundation for the 
Londoners' frenzy that broke out espeCially after the death of 
22 
Godfrey. The Whig noliticana helped to support the stories 
that each Catholic - one man in seven or eight - was pledged to 
19 Henry Oee and William Hardy, Documents Illustrative ot 
En~lish Churq~ Historx, Macmillan and Co., tOndon, 1~1. 
1;8 to ,.92_ 
20 C.A. Newdigate, S.J., "The English Martyrs ot the Society 
of Jesus".'.. Rev. Dom Bede Camm, O.S.B. t (Editor) The English 
Martyrs, w. Heffel" and Sons Ltd., Cambridge 1929~84. 
21 Foley. VI 7. 
22 Hilaire ~elloc, Jam •• the Second, J.P. Lippincott Co., 
Philadelphia, 192a, I6n-.-
12 
murder his six or seven Protestant neighbors; that Papists were 
planning once more to burn the whole city of London; that the 
Catholic leaders had been appointed to the chief offices ot the 
government by the Pope and General of the Society of Jesus; and 
3 
that King Charles was to be stabbed, poisoned, or shot by Jesuits. 
James, Duke of York wrote at that time: 
••• and all this to be effected by an incon-
siderable body ot men. who had neither 
numbers nor power, nor places of trustj 
but being charged upon the Papi!ts and 
tbat the Jesuits were the managers ot 
it, all ita motives ot incredibIlIty 
could not hinder it from being greedily 
awallowed d9wne and belteved by the 
multitude. 24 
The word "Jesuittt to this generation connoted secret oaths, 
the end justifying the means, equivocations. casuistry, per-
25 
missions to lie and cheat etc. With this prefabricated idea 
of a Jesuit prevailing it was not hard for the multitude to 
swallow Oates' plot. Th& Annua~ Hette~s of the English Province 
ot the Society tell us about the panic that hit London upon the 
death ot Godfrey. Reports were quickly circulated that Sir Edmun 
had been murdered by the Papists at the instigation ot the Jesuit • 
Preachers declaimed trom their p~plt., and news vendors reported 
• 
23 lbid't 158. 
2~ ltev. ~.A. Clarke, The Life of James the Second, (Collect-
ed out of Memoirs wrlt-or-hIi own nand;) tongman, Hurst, 
aee. Orme, etc., London, 1816, I, 515-516. 
25 Malcolm V. HaY1 The Enigma !i?! James !!., Sands and Co., London, 1938. 5~ 
13 
in taverns and public places that the Papists were the authors 
or the crime~and that the lives ot all Protestants were in 
26 
danger. Father Peter Hamerton. a contemporary Jesuit says tha 
while this venom was spreading daily the people soon believed 
that not only Jesuits. but all English Catholics were guilty ot 
high treason. No CatholiC: home could escape the rage at the 
magistrates and multitude. EvefYWhere Justices were busy search 
27 
lng houses and seizing papers under the direction at Oates. 
Patrols marched up and down the streets all night in search ot 
Jesuits, priests and other conspirators. The jails of the 
capital were tilled with Catholics. London went mad with hatred 
and tea~A and this madness soon spread to the rest or the 
nation. Oates was the hero of the hour. and Godfrey was a 
martyr tor the Anglican Church. Later juries shared the feelings 
then common throughout the country, and were encouraged by the 
29 judges to indulge those feelings without restraint. Everything 
the Jesuits did to defend themselves was in vain because they 
could not reason with a mob which had allowed emotions to rule 
their judgment. 
26 Foley, V, 25. 
27 Thomas Babington Macaulay, The Hist0qj ot England 
tram the Accession of James-n. John urteletovell. 
l'i'Wtork. ~ 1 21ft - - . 
2$ Foley, V, 2;.e 
29 Maculay. I. 221. 
~---------------------------------------------14-' 
I Moreover. since many Englishmen ot the day believed the 
King to be infalable. they blindly believed in the plot. as 
did the pamphlateer, Adam Elliot: 
To this I answ~r that his Majesty and 
Council have declared that there 1s a 
Popish Plot, and theref'ore I have reason 
to believe one; f'or the King is an angel 
of God, and has means of' intelliffence 
that far transcend my little sphere or 
any Subject's so that ,in despight at 
these objections Oates has laid in the 
way, I do really believe the existence 
at a Popish Plot; but withall I do 
decla.re, I do not believe one syllable 
trom beginning to ending, upon account 
or the Doctor's Depositions ••• 30 
To a generation whose gra~d parents had told tham about 
the Gun Powder Plot, who themselyes could remember the Plaque, 
the Great Fire of' London 1n 1666. the Dover Treaty, and the 
conversion of James, Duke of York, the Popish Plot was just the 
latest attempt o~'l the p6rt ot Rome to overthrow the English 
)1 
Government and kill all Protestanta. The people ot the Seventh 
century were victims of a plot mentality. Plotting was one ot 
the1r 8par.~time occupations. It was an age ot oaths, perjur~s 
and 1nformers. England was ripe for a p~ot. and 1t got a 
"whopper" from Titus Oates. 
30 Rev. Adam Elliot, M.A., A Modest flndic t on ot Titu. 
~atD! the Salamanca Doctor trom Per ur or an "'Yeaay 
oemonstrate HIm finlY 'sriWqrn n everal-rnstances, 
Printed tor tne-xllt or an are to-oe soIa Sy Josepn 
H1ndmirah at the Black-Bull in Carnh!ll London l6g2 29. 
31 David Oggl England in the Heign of Charies II, Clarendon 
Press, oxrord, 1934, II, 560. 
CHAPTER II 
OATES' CHARACTER AND CHARGES AGAINST nIB JESUITS 
The Chief witness tor the prosecutionand perhaps the sole 
originator of the Popish Plot was Titus Oates. He has been 
1 
stigmatized as one of the world's great imposters, a perjurer, 
2 
"a most lying scoundrel, and the most unmitigated villain in 
3 
English history. Titus Oates (1649 - 1705) was the son ot 
Samuel Oates. Rector ot Marsham in Norfolk and a descendent ot 
4 
a family of Norwich ribbon-weavers. Atter expulsion from 
Merchant Taylor's School in 1665, Titus tlnally made his way to 
Cambridge wbere he "slipped into orders" ot the established 
5 
church. Thomas Watson, his tutor at St. John's College, 
Cambridge, lett thls observation on his famous pupil: "He was 
a great dunce, ran into debt! and being sent away for want of 
money, never took a degree." Oetes otriciated a8 curate in 
seYeral parishes and as chaplain on board a man-ot-war, but he 
had to forteit all these positions becaus~ of his misconduct and 
1 Pollock 3. 
2 Foley V, 16. Theses are the words of Klng Charles II. 
3 Francis S. Ronalda, The Attempted ~~~S Revolutlon of 16Z~-
1661, Vol. XXI or the-rlllnoIs Siu es in the Socli! 
SCiences, Unlversity or t!!Inols, Urbana, I917, 17. 
4 Sir teslle Stephen and Sir Sldney Lee, editors, The 
DlctloD&tl ot Natlonal BiofraPhf' "Titus Oates" oy-
!Somas SeccomDe , Oiiord On vera ty Press, London, 
1937-)8, XIII, 741. 
5 ~.J 741 
6 ~., 741 
1, 
16 
the odium incurred by t.iO malicious prosecutions, in each ot 
7 
which he had ~een guilty ot perjury. Perjurer though he waSt 
he next acquired the post ot chaplain to the Protestants in the 
Duke ot Norfolk's household. Here he came into contact with a 
number of' Catholics and especially with the Jesuit, Father Berry, 
alias Hutchinson, who "converted" Oates to Catholicism. On Ash 
Wednesday 1677 Titus formally prptessed reconciliation with the 
8 
Church ot Rome. 
Hi. conversion to the Catholic Church was probable prompted 
by the hope ot reward, either as an agent ot the CatholiCS, or 
9 
if chance ottered, as the betrayer ot the Catholic cause. Betor 
the end ot April 1677 Father Berry obtained a place tor his 
10 
neophyte in the English College at Valladalid, Spain. In mellOr: 
of his sojourn 1n SpaIn, Oates subsequently styled himselt, nD.D. 
11 
of Salamanca.- but this assumption baa no foundation in fact, 
and haa been justly ridiculed by Dryden: 
The Spirit caught him up, the Lord knowa where, 
And gave hIm hia Rabbinical degree 
Unknown to !oreignuniversity.I2 
7 Rev. JohnLlrigar<1.t !,H1stoH of England, PhillIps. 
Sampson and Co., tjoaton, !;;-xIi, I~O. 
g Pollock, 6. 
9 Trevelyan, 3e3. 
10 Lingard, XII, 130. 
11 Stephen, lIV, 742. 
12 John Dryden, The poetl;al Works of John D~den, Houghton 
Mifflin Co., Boston, 1 9, "1\)80IO'm"""iiiQ Aoltophel, 1. 6;7-659. 
17 
After five months in Spain Oates was expelled from the College 
in disgrace." He returned to London, and upon pleading with the 
Jesuit Provincial he was given another chance and sent to complet 
his education at St. Omers in Flanders. From December 10. 1677 
to June 23, 1678 he was a student at the Jesuit Seminary at St. 
Omer, but when he petitioned to be admitted into'the Jesuit 
novitiate, instead of being accepted as a novice, he was expelled 
13 
from the school. An interesting article by 'ather John Gerald, 
S.J., entitled, -Titus Oates at SChOOli~ gives a clue as to why 
he was expelled after only six months. His boyish pranks, 
continual quarrels, low morals and bullying ot the smaller boys 
were only a few of the grounds for his expulsion. 
Back in England -Dr.- Oates contacted Dr. Israel Tonge, the 
hare-brained parson who as an alarmist wrote quarterly publi-
15 
cations against the pernicious designs of the Jesuits. It is 
uncertain 'Whether Oates joined forces with the fanatic Dr. Tonge 
betore or after his residence in the Jesuit colle,es on the 
continent. It is also uncertain whether Oates was the supreme 
13 Thomas B. Howelll (editor) State Triall, T.C. Hansard for Longman. Hurstj_~ee8, Orma etc., ton on, 1816i VII, 3S8, 1322 14 Rev. John Geran. S.J' l "Titus Oates at Schoo ft, fu !onth, 
IS 
elli July-December. 19u3, 133-143. 
Pol oak, 3. 
~--------------------~ r ..- 1S 
mover of this diabolical combination and Tonge only a necessary 
16 
go-between. ~ or whether Oates was merely the tool ot Dr. 
17 
Tonge. A natural tie between the two doctors was developed 
by circumstances into a strong union. Out ot the intrigue ot 
this union came til e Popish Plot. Oat08 pretended that he had 
made tbe discovery or a coru'piracy in order either to revenge 
himself on the Jesuits whom he t,hought had persecuted him, or 
to set publiCity, or to gain a reward, ainoe he was in extreme 
18 
contempt and need. The details ot tt~ Popish Plot were 
fabricated during the six weeks that tollowed Oates' return to 
London. 
On August 12, 1678 Tonge was introduced to ling Charlea II 
by Christopher Kirkby. a chemist at the court. The two informed 
Charles ot ~le designs on his 11te and realm and backed up their 
stat.ulnta by a paper prepared by Oates and present.ed to Danby 
bj Tonge which gave details ot the alleged plot. O~te8 himself 
did not appear on the scene until September 6, "1678 when he and 
To~~. testified to the truth ot their narrative of the plot 
before S1r Edmund Berry Godfrey, a well known justice of the 
peace. From this mornent Oates was very much 1n the 11me li~~ht 
of public attention although his stock went up and down several 
16 niL.. It. and 9 .. 
llZ ~ang·l III 122. 
o Clarke, I!, 5 4. 
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times. The events that followed in Oates' career' may be found 
in any history of the period. Here it will be sufficient to say 
that in his career as perjurer Oates was Very popular with the 
common people and ever/thing he said.was believed by then until 
19 
1681. During his period of triumph hia judicial murders 
amounted to about thirty-five, seven of his victims now beatifie 
Jesuit martyrs. Oatea waa main~ained at the public expense, 
given a general search warrant, and was almost omnipotent in the 
20 
capital since he was considered the savior of his country. But 
in 1681 Oates' luck changed as the credulity of the greater part 
21 
of the nation was exhausted. At first his downfall was gradual 
his pension was reduced and he became the object of ridicule on 
the stage and in current pamphlets. Finally when James II 
succeeded his brother, Titus. was tried for perjury in the case 
of the Jesuits and was found guilty. Judge Jeffreys' summation 
on this occasion was: "He has deserved much more punishment than 
22 
the laws of this country can inflict." Everyone lamented that 
he was not put to death in atonement for tb'e· innocent blood his 
23 
perjuries had caused to flow. The ups and downs ot the 
19 John Evelyn, iia~l' ed. by William Dray, E.P. Dutton 
and Co., New or , II, 130. tor Oct. 11 ,1676. 20 O.H. Clark, The Later Stuarts, 1660-l7L4, Clarendon 
Press, Ox£orcr;-'192;ts, 90. 
21 Stephen, XIV, 145. 
22 Howell, X. 
23 Foley, V, 16; this is Macaulay's opinion. 
remainder or his life no longer concern us • 
... 
Descriptions of Oates' appearance are fairly abundant 
because at his unusual appearance and because be caused such 
20 
a stir 1n the last years or the reign at King Charles II. Later 
pamphleteers have been charged with drawing hi~eous pictures ot 
2#t 
Oates. There is no intention here of depicting him as a super-
. 
inhuman monster, but he should be viewed as his contemporaries 
saw him. When Oates went to be contirmed, the Bishop or St. Omer 
was 80 alarmed at Oates' savage aspect that he could scarcely be 
25 
induced to conter the sacrament upon him. Among his contem-
poraries, Father John Warner, successor as Provincial or the 
English Jesuits to Blessed Thomas Whitebread, one at Oates' 
victims, lett the best description or his repelling features: 
Oates was possessed at a mind in which 
stupidity was supremely cODspiclous, a 
tongue that stuttered in vulgar speech, 
a voice that was shrill, whining, and 
more ot a moan than an articulate atterance; 
a faulty memory that could'not recall what 
had been said; a narrow forehead small 
eyes, Bunk deep in hiB head; a fiat tace 
depresaed in the middle like a dish; a 
red nose set between pufty cheeka; a 
mouth BO much in the oenter ot his 
countenance that the chin vas almost 
as large a8 the r9st ot tbe feature.; 
24 Sir Edward Parry,!h! Bloody A88i.e, Dodd, Mead and Co., 
New York, 1929, )0. 
25 Foley, V, 13 note. 
his bead bent forward on his chest; 
anq the rest ot the hody after the 
same build, making ~5m more of a 
monster than a man. 
21 
If one were to object that the Jesuit Provineial may have 
looked at Oates through glasses that were out ot focus, he need 
not look beyond his Protestant contemporaries for substantially 
the same description. Roger Nor.th, the Protestant Lord Keeper 
at this time, adds that Oates was a man ot 111 cut, very short 
neck, and his visage and feature were most peculiar especially 
21 
his mouth which was in the center of his face. Oates was al$O 
portrayed by Dryden: 
Sunk were his eyes, his voice was harsh and loud, 
Sure signs he neither choleric was nor proud: 
His long chin proved his wit, his saint-like grace 
A church vermilion and a Moses t face. 28 
So much tor the appearance ot Titus Oatea. 
His oharacter i8 ot more interest than his appearance, 
and again there i8 an abundanoe of oontemparary estimates. Roger 
Horth says that he vas a most consummate cheat, blasphemer, 
vicioua perjurer, impudent, saucy. and toulmouthed wretch whose 
26 Rev. John Warner, S.J. Persecutionea Catholicorum 
Anclicanae at Con~urat,ion18 Pre,~erianae 8Is&2(1', linuacr!pt ~ Onlverslty Rlcrol t hambrldge n versity 
Library! 104. Translated by Fr. Thomas Campbell, 409. 
27 Parry )0-)1. 
28 Rev. fhomas J. Campbell, S.J _, The Jesuits.1 ~ ... l221. The Encyclopedia Press. New Y0r.r;-l921. 41u. 
22 
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name is not fit to be remembered in history. The Anglican 
... 
Bishop Gilbert Burnet of Salisbury who boasts that he was "so 
well instructed in all the steps of the Popish Plot that he him-
) 
self is more capable to give a full account of it than any man," 
attributes the "virtues" of pride. haughtiness and ignorance to 
31 
Titus Oates. His character may also be fairly well deduced 
£romthe character or his associetes, Arron Smith, Rimaey, Bedloe~ 
Fuller and others. Among these scoundrels Oates was distinguishe 1 
tor his roul language and the eltrontrey of his demeanour no less 
32 
than by the superior vices or his private lite. 
Another contemporary, Fr. John Keynes, the Jesuit author or 
'lorus An,lus Bavarious, who gives a eopious history or the per-
secution, say that at St. Omara Oates was foun.d un tit to associat 
with the young students or with the Society itself. He further 
JJ 
characterizes Titus as immoral, irreligious, rude and disloyal. 
Father Whitebread. the Jesuit Provincial, told a fellow Jesuit, 
Father Peter Haberton, in September 1678 before he was arrested, 
that be had expelled Oates from the Seminary at St. Omer the 
previous June because he was guilty ot "m1sdeameanour. seditious 
29 Stephen, XIV. 747. 
)0 BlehopGilbert Burnet! Historz or !l Own fime, 
Pres., OxfordS 1823, I, n;l;. - - -
~~ it::fi~nlliIi: 7~7. 
33 Foley, f, 12 not •• and 23). 
Clarendon 
2) 
language and treasonable words too horrible to be repeated."34 
... Still another contemporary, Oldmixon of Cambridge described Oates 
as "a passionate, rash, halt-witted Fellow, and his want of 
35 judgment might run him a little too far in particulars." 
These are the judgments of contemporaries who may have been 
blessed and unable to consult all the sources, On the other hand 
. 
competent Protestant historians ot a later generation are in 
substantial agreement with the seventeenth century witnesses. 
Hume styles Oates "the most infamous villain of Y~nkind,· and 
Macaulay adds that he was "the falsest, the most malignant, and 
the most impudent 'being that ever disgraced the human form, the 
36 
founder ot the school of false witness." Leopold von Ranke, 
who was never very lavorable to the Catholic Church, says that 
Oates had been notorious, even trom his youth. tor "the most 
shameless untruthtulness." He had a pas.ion tor startling people 
and making himself look important by lying exaggerations which 
"he spread with invective on every side and confirmed with wild 
37 
oaths." 'inally historians ot today consider him one ot the )8 
world~ great imposters. 
34 Ibid., '1 20. 
35 'arry, Ju. 
36 Foley, '1. 8. 
37 Ranke, Iv 60. 
38 Pollock. 7, Ogg, II. 561; Clark, 89; Trevelyan. 38). 
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This "handsome person," this "tender character" is said by 
... 
many historians to have been a Jesuit novice, but like so many 
other Bables about the Society this story has no foundation in 
fact. His name as a candidate is not to be found in the records 
of the Society. The College de las Inglese. at Val~odolid and 
St. Omera 'College which Oates attended were not Jesuit novitiates 
39 
but secular seminaries conducted. by the Jesuits. Moreover, the 
statement above of the Jesuit Provincial, Father Thomas Whitebrea 
and the description of Oates by the next Jesuit Provincial, Fathe 
John Warner, absolutely preclude any possibility of his ever 
having been admitted a8 a novice, or even regarded as a remotely 
prospective candidate. 
Now that the background, person and character of our chief 
witness are known, his charges against the members of the Society 
of Jesus must be investigated. Almost everyone of the eighty-one 
articles of his True Narrative 2! llll!. Horrid Plot !!l9. ConsRiracl 
charges some member ot the Society with treasonable designs or 
actual deeds. In general,1t "'las the Jesuits'plan to kill the 
King, overthrow the government and the Protestant religion. 
Thanks to his sojourn in the two English Jesuit Colleges on the 
continent and his contact with a tew Jesuits in London, Oates 
knew just enough about the personnel ot the Jesuits in London to 
39 Campbell, 409. 
£it the chief actors in his plot with names, but the majority of 
the dt;taila were palpably invented, and his story teems with 
40 
absurditie.. We do not wish to de~y everything he said in 
his True Narrative because some c}~rges had a foundation in fact, 
but more credit tor his narrative must be given to his imaginatio 
rather than to the facts. 
. 
Merely to question the probabIlIty ~ Rrlo~! of the truth 
of Titus Oate.' testimony 1s hardly sufficient. The character 
and antecedents at Oates were too well known for even the boldest 
41 
protestant detender to excuse the perjurer. Belide. this a 
priori information one MUst exam en hi. testimony. 
the following pages attempt to give a summary ot the 
artiel •• at Oatea t ~rue Na~at~ve which pertain to the Jesuits. 
After some at the summari.. there 18 added a few words ot comment 
As apology for the length of this extract, we submit that it ls 
essential to know the contenta ot this intamous document it we 
a.re to gauge the absurdity of hi. charges ag~lnst the members of 
the Society. The full text of the True Narrative may be found 
~ -- > 
in Howell t • State Trial!, and an excellent analysis ot the 
43 
narrative may be found in Foleyt .• Records. 
u • 
40 Stephen, II', 74a 
41 aev. John G. MacLeod, S.J., "Some Truths about the Popish 
Plot.," The MoD!h.r.xnII, Sept .... Dec. 14'19. '!1.-
42 Howell, vr; XJ;j :J.470. 
43 101ey, i, 97-109. 
Summary and Commentary on the Charges against 
t;he4>Jesuits in Titus Oates' T~. Narrative. 
I aev. Richard Strange, English Jesuit Provincial before 
26 
December 1677. John Fenwick, William Harcourt and several other 
Jesuit wrote a treasonable letter to Father Suinan, Irisb Jesuit 
ltJ. 
Procurator at Madrid (probably 'r. Sweetman) dated April 19, 
1677, 1n which they plotted a rebellion in Scotland. These Jesuit 
gave Oates lO..l to carry the letter to Madrid. and on his way 
45 
there be broke open the letter and discovered the conspiracy_ 
Mention was not made of this letter in the trial of Fathers 
Fenwick and Harcourt in June 1678, nor was such a letter ever 
Iproduced. Moreover, it i8 highly improbable that these Jesuits, 
~r they had written such a letter, would have entrusted it to 
bates who was such a shady character and only recently converted. 
~f he bad delivered the letters surely Father Sweetman would have' 
~oticed that the .eal had been broken, and he would have suspected 
Ithe messenger Oates. Here 1., the first example ot an &eeroach to 
~he correct name, Suinan for Sweetman. 
II the aeverend Richard Ashby, Rector of the English Jesuit 
Pollege at St. Our sent twelve of bis students 1nto Spain to 
~tudy. In the hearing of Oat8. the Jesuits in Spain obliged these 
~tudent. to renounce their alleg1ance to King Charles II. The 
~n1st.r at the English Jesu1t Oollege at Valladolid. Daniel 
~4 1h1L, VJ• 97 • 
• 5 HOWill, VI, 1435 
27 
Armstrong. alias Joseph l:ilunford, taught eight of these students 
... 
that the oath of allegiance to King Charles was heretical, anti .. 
dhristian and devilish, and Fr. Armstrong preached a sermon on 
46 
sept. 29, 1677 which was libellous and seditious. Here we hav 
more half truths. Oates takes advantage ot an incident that may 
have happened and adds a few details. Since this charge was 
never heard of again there is n~ definite information on it. 
What Ranke abserves so correctly about all of Oates' testimony 
appl1eG especially here. "He mixed up what he knew with what he 
only guessed, or what seemed to hi. serviceable for his schemes." 
IV The same Father Armstrong brought letters, which Oates read 
in September 1677, dated June 10, 1677, trom St. Omers to 
Val18dolid. stating that the Jesuit Fathers in London had appoint 
ed Father Bedingfield oonfessor to the Duke ot York, and that it 
his Royal Highness did not answer their expectations they would 
dispose ot him as they hoped to do ot his brother, King Charles, 
413 
within a. year. 
V 'ather Suinan or Madrid wrote in July 1677 that King Charles 
had been poisoned to the great joy or the English Fathers. and 
that King James would be poisoned too it he did not give 
.. 
46 ~M4". VI It 1435 
47 Ranke IV 60 
48 Howeli, vf, 1435 
49 
assurance ot rooting out the Protestant religion • 
... 
28 
"Dr." Oates does not tell us how he got access to these treason-
able letters, nor did he ever produce t~em. 
VI Fr. John Blake, alias Cross. brought letters to Madrid, 
dated June 10, 1677, from the Provincial Riohard Strange, saying 
50 
that he had procured 80me persons to murder the King. 
Sl 
Fr. Blake's real name was James not John. This 1s just anothe 
example of Oates' misinformation in details. 
VII Father Suinan received another letter dated July 20, 1677, 
trom 'at hers Strange, Fenwick, Ireland, Harcourt and others 
stating that they regretted having announced the death or the 
ling. Their man William Groves, although promissed 1500 ~.t was 
taint-hearted and had tailed to kill the King. Oates claimed 
that he saw these letters from Father Strange or June 10, 1677 
and July 20. 1677 1n the clamber ot Fr. Suinan in Madrid. 
Notice the repetition or names in these charges. As was said 
above Oates knew just enough about the persopnel or the Jesuits 
to til the chief actors in his plot. Here as in several other 
places in the Narrative, onG catches Oates in open perjury. He 
49 Ibid" VI, 11+36. 
50 Ibid., VI, 14.36. 
51 rorer, v, 98. 
29 
claimed he saw these treasonable letters in Madrid. but in 1679 
... 
t,he muleteer who conducted Oatea to and fro!'! Valladolid was found 
and his testimony conclusively proved that Oates could not have 
,2 
visited Madrid. 
VIII Oates claimed that he carried a letter from the Jesuit 
Provincial ot Hew Castile to 'at~er Provincial Strange, promising 
10,000 ~. it the murder ot King Oharles were effected. Father 
Strange said that all means would be attempted, and gave the 
letter to Oates to read. It one remembers that Oates was expell 
trom the English Jesuit College at Valladolid, he ahall not 
readily believe that the Jesuit Provincial entrusted such an 
important letter to him when he sent him back to England in dis-
grace. This presupposes that such a letter really exIsted, but 
Oates was never able to produce this letter. Again what a fool 
Father Strange must have been to show "thIs letter" to such a 
wretch as Oates. 
II Oates carried a letter. dated early in December 1677 from 
Fathers Strange, Harcourt. Fenwick t Ireland and other Jesuits to 
Father Ashby, Rector ot St. Omera, stating that they intended to 
have the KIng stabbed at WhItehall. and if they tailed they would 
employ one of his physicians to poison him. Father Leshe •• S.J., 
---------------------52 Stephen, XIV, 742. Cf. Bagtord Ballads, II, 671. 
rf-----------,30 
confessor to the King of France f had promised 10, 000 ~ to the 
.. 5) 
physician who would poison King Charles. 
Here is another example of approximation ot names. / Pere 18 
Chaise was the"confessor to the French King at this time and not 
Father Leshee. It 1s true that Oates went from London to St. 
Omer in December 1677. but the story ot his carrying these lette~ 
is the product of his imagination. 
I Letters were enclosed in this letter thanking Father Leshee 
and promiSing to root out the Prote.~ant religion in England. 
Oates carried these letters to Paris and handed them to Father 
54 
Leehee about Dec.aber 18, 1677. Oates later testified on 
November 30. 1680 in the trial of the FiYe Popish Lords that he 
left London 1n November 1677 and arrived at St. Omers December 10 
and sinQe he remained at St. Omera until Jurie 2) ot the following 
yeas; it was impossible tor him tahav. been at Paris on December 
18. 'ather Wtiitebread also testified to this in his trial on 
,6 
June 13, 1679. King Charles II in his examination of "Dr." 
Oates on September 28, 1678 detected his perjury on this point 
when he inquired where Oates had delievered the letters to Pere 1. 
53 Ibid., VI, 1437. 
54 ~., VI. 14)7. 
31 
Chaise, and he replied in the Jesuit house near the Louvre. At 
this time th~ Jesuits had three houses in Paris, but none of them 
57 
was within a mile ot the Louvre. 
XI 'ather Ashby showed Oates other letters received at St. 
Omers from the Jesuit 'athers in London stating that they had 
stirred up the Presbyterians in Scotland to rebel, and that they 
had prepared the way for the landing ot French troops in Ireland. 
Here is still another example of Oates' swearing that he had read 
treasonable letters written by Jesuits, but none of which were 
ever produced. This lack of colateral evidence ruined his 
58 
narratiye. Since most of his evidence was only his swearing, 
his case rests on his credit, and we haYe 8een that both his 
contemporaries and posterity have marked him as a perjurer. 
III Oates bere speaks or a letter of December 18, 1677 which 
mentioned the appointment of 'ather Thomas Whitebread as Pro-
59 
vincial to succeed 'ather Strange. 
'ather Whitebread was not appointed PrOVincial until January 1S t 60 1678 a month after this letter supposedly was written. 
-
57 Lingard. XlIf 138; Foley, V. 16J Clarke, It ;20. 
;8 LtStrange I ~4. 
59 Howell. vI. 1438. 
60 Ib!4 •• VII, 356. 
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1111 He mentions another letter dated December 26, 1617, Which 
... 
Father Ashby read to him as usual, from 'ather Whitebread and the 
usual Jesuits mentioned above. This letter atated that these 
Jesuits had met together to contrive the murder ot the King, and 
also the Duke ot York, if he did not answer their expectations. 
IIV fhis letter also stated that Father Richard Nicholas 
Blundell was appointed to catechize children in London and to 
instil into them seditious doctrine. 
xv Here mention is made in a very long paragraph of another 
packet ot letters trom the Provincial and others, which endeavorel 
to enkindle a tIght between Spain and England by means of a long 
61 ' 
list of lalsehooda. 
IVI After this letter was received Oates overheard a seditioul 
conversation on January 3. 1676 between Fathera Edward Neville anc 
Thomas Farmour in the library ot St. Oura. They were determined 
to kill the Klng, and the Duke ot York if he should prove 
62 
"slippery." 
XVII On ~anuary 4, 1678, letters were sent by the Jesuit 
'athers at St. OIBers to the Father Oontessor of the Emperor of 
61 Ib14*l Vlf 1439. 62 BOWel. V • 1440. 
3) 
Germany to endeavor (as in the case ot Spain, ct. above XV.) to 
... 
start a quarrel between Germany and England by talse reports. 
IVIII Dr. Talbot, the Archbishop of Dubl1n, sent a letter to 
St. Omera saylng that the Jesuit 'athera 1n Ireland were busy 
preparing the people for the rebellion and arranging a landing 
place tor the French. Oatea also saw a letter of 'ather Leahee 
. 
at this t1me to Father Ashby stating that Father General would 
contribute 800 crowns next June, and the Pope would not be want 
to supply them when they had made 80me progresa in their glo 
oj 
attempt. 
III The next packet ot letters contained the sad news of the 
failure ot the Jesuit lay-brother, Pickering, to shoot the King 
in St. James Park. It he had succeeded and had Buftered for 1t, 
be was to rece1ve )0,000 Masses for the repose of his soul. 
64 
P1ckering was a Benedict1ne. More will be said about this 
charge later when we treat the trial of Father Ireland, S.J., 
Brother Pickering, 0.5.B. and Mr. Grove. 
IX Next Oates mentions a conversation be had w1th his 
"conteasor, tt Father Charlea Petera, Pretect ot the Sodality at 
St. Omera, in which 'ather Peters called Klng Charles Dno martyr 
but a heretic." 
-
6) Ibid*t VI~ l~41. 64 Po lock, ~26J - Acta Romans Societatis Jesu, 
Cura, Rome, 1929;vI; 275 ----
lXI Letters trom Father Thomas Whitebread of .February 1, 167 
.. 
stated that Fathers William Morgan. and Lovell were sent to 
Ireland on a Visitation and had taken 2,OOO~ • and a promise ot 
. . 65 
4,000£ • more "in case there should be any action.-
XXII Another group of letters ot February 7, 1678 treat ot 
the part played by the Jesuits in the Irish and Scottish 
rebellions. 
IXIII Oates himselt wrote a letter at the direction ot the 
Fathers ot St. Omera to Father Provincial and others in London 
entreating them to prosecute their design in killing the King. 
XlIY The Fathers in London answered this letter saying that 
although the Duke of York was a good Catholic, he had a tender 
affection for his brother the ling and 80 they feared to reveal 
66 
their design to him. 
XXV This article speaks ot more letters from St. Omera to 
the Jesuits at Ghent.and tlna1ly.another reply from the Pro-
vincial that their designs went on well in Scotland and Ireland 
and the final blow would be given to King Charles at Whitehall. 
6; Howell, VI, 1442. 
66 Ibid., VI, 1443. 
); 
1JVI For several days "honest William" Grove and Pickering 
... 
planned on the assassinatlon of the King as be was walking in the 
Park, but opportunity did not otfer itself. For his failure 
Pickering received a penance of twenty stokes on the shoulder 
with the discipline. 
IlVII Here is more news on tb~ Irish campaign trom a letter ot 
Father Whitebread. The Irish were ready to rise at ten daya 
warning with 20,000 toot, and. 5,000 cavalry, and to let the 
French King land in Ireland. The 'ather General of the Society 
had granted commissions to several by virtue of a Brief ot the 
Pope of October 1, 1673. These persons proposed to cut the 
throats of the Proteatants wben once they rise. Finally a Oener& 
Consult was summoned by the Provincial to be held in London, and 
Oates himself was summoned to assist at the consult 88 a messengEr 
67 
trom Father to Father. 
This charge is probably the most famous because Oates constantly 
repeated it. Later in Ohapter II when we treat the Jesuit Con-
sult at greater length, we will point out that Oates was not only 
not summoned to this IDeating, but also that he did not attend. 
XXVII On April 24. 1676 Fathers ~/arren. Preston, Marsh, Warner 
trom the continunt, Father Ashby was sick and could not go and 
67 ~bld., VI, 1444. 
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Father Brett, Neville, Poole and Titus Oates, representing St. 
Omers met with several other Jesuits to the number ot tifty, at 
the White Horse Tavern in the Stranti. Here they worked out thei 
designs and ordered Father John Cary to go to Rome as Procurator. 
Oates also was present at this meeting to attend to the consultan 
and act as messenger from group to group. Alter they left the 
White Horse they divided themselves into several companies. Some 
met at Saunders, other at Fenwick's, and still others at Ireland' 
and other places. Oates delivered papers from group to group and 
after three or four days returned to the continent with the 
Fathers mentioned above. 
This ls about the same charge that Oates repeated at every trial 
in whlrJh the Jesuits were involved. It is by tar the most 1m-
·~~t·' . . 
portant of the charges and the only one most people took seri-
ously, and will treated seperately in the next -chapter. 
XXIX 'ather Whitebread arrived at St. Omara on June 10, 1678 
to make his visitation. On this occasion he told Oates and 
'ather Ashby, the Rector, that he hoped to see the fool at White. 
68 
hall (Xing Charle1) la!~ra8t ~nough. 
XXI On June 13 the Provincial asked Oates to po1son the 
author ot Jes~its Heral! in English, which Titus promissed to do 
68 Ibid., VI, 1445. 
37 
.tor a reward of 50 ~. At the sam.e time the Provincial said he 
... 
would arrange to put Stillingfleet and Poole out of the way. This 
'W'.9.S given by Oates as the r easen he left 3t. Omers in June for 
London. Here he claimed he knew only the person of the author 
of the Jeauit Moral~ and not the name. It was Dr. Tonge, and 
Oates was acquainted with him tor at least two years betore June 
1678, as Simpson Tonge, the son'ot Dr. Izrael Tonge, testified 
in his journal. They had been introduced by Sir Richard Barker 
69 
the old patron ot Titus' tather, Samuel Oates. 
XIII Father Ashby told Oates that 'ather Warner in Paris had 
reconciled the late Lord Chancelor Hyde with the Church of Rome 
on his death-bed. 
lIlII Oates here states that be received orders on June 23 to 
go to England to attend the Jesuits in London. At Calais he took 
a boat with four Jesuits. and at Dover met Father Fenwick. Near 
Canterbury their coach was stopped and Father Fenwick's box con-
taining beads, pictures etc. was seized by the searchers, but the 
70 
treasonable letters on Father FenWick's person were not taken. 
It tlas already been shown that Oat.es was expelled from St. Omers 
in disgrace, but according to this version he was merely trans-
fered to London. 
tr ... l 
69 Pollock, 10. 
70 Howell, VI, 1446. 
lUIll In July 1678 Father Ashby came to London on business 
which he shared with Oates. Hia written instructions were to 
negotiate with Sir aeorge Wakeman about poisoning the Klng, tor 
whicb the Jesuits offered S1r George 10,000 a.. Father Ashby was 
also to see that Dr. Herbert Croft, Bishop of Hereford was 
assassinated. 
When Sir George Wakeman was acquitted in his trial on July 18, 
71 
1679, this charge was also implicitly proved to be perjurous. 
lXXIV 'ather Richard Strange, the former Provincial, met 
Oates in London in July and encouraged him to continue to assist 
the Society to carry out ita design. Strange disclosed to him 
how the Jesuits started the Great Fire of London in 1666 tor 
which they received 14,000$ • He told Oates how tbe tire began, 
how the Jesuits employed eighty or eighty-six servants to keep 
the f1re going, and how they intended to kill King Charles at 
72 
this tim., but changed their minds. 
This i8 the longest a8 well as the most monstrous ot all the 
charges in Oatea' indictment. It was designed to arouse pre-
jueic. against the Society, and so tar aa can be determined was 
never uaed again; nor did it have any toundation in fact. Most 
Englishmen ot that day believed that the Catholics had started 
71 Ibid., VII, 591-69~. 
72 ~., VI, 1441-1449. 
39 
the tire ot 1666, and probably a great number ot them believed 
... 
that the Jesuits were ultimately responsible. Bishop Burnet 
relates that Oates' testimony contained 80 many details that the 
73 
people thought that it was above invention. 
XIXV Oates was present in July at a conference ot the London 
Jesuits at which it was planned to stir up the revolution in 
Scotland. 
XXXVI On August 1, 'ather Whitebread wrote to 'ather Fenwick 
ordering him to otter Sir George Wakemen 15,000 £. if he should 
retuse 10,000 £. 
XXXVII 'ather Whitebread attempted but tailed to excite the 
people ot Holland against the Prince ot Orange. 
74 
XXIII A letter trom 'ather Provincial admonished Father 
Blundell tor his failure to carry out the design. 
XL Letters at August 15 tram Father Whitebread at St. Omer 
to 'ather Fenwick intormed him that it poison tailed to kill the 
King, then tire waa to be used. 
XLI Father Fenwick, the Provincial procurator, informed 
Oates ot the wealth at the Society and spoke ot the 400 .5:. they 
73 Burnet, II, 150. 
74 Howell, VI, 1450 
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spend each year for intelligence 1n addition to the vast sums of 
75 
money they s~end on special messengers. 
lLII On August 5, Fathers Harcourt. Keina and Fenwick told 
Oates that they intended to raise a commotion in England and 
76 
Wales. 
ILIII Di.gui.ea as Dissenting,Ministers Fathers Moore ana 
Sanders were sent into Scotland to preach revolution to the Scot. 
XLIV The London Jesuits held constant treasonable communieatio~ 
with 'ather Leahee in France. 
XLV These Jesuits engage several traders in London. such as 
nerchante, tobbacconiste. goldsmiths etc. from whom they learn 
about the estate. of persons ot quality and are able to estimate 
the strength of the kingdom. 
XLVII Father Basil Langworth and other Jesuits offered Oates 
10 ~ to kill William Barry, a secular prlest, and former Jesult 
75 Ct. the trial of Ireland, Pickering and Gavan for the 
relations of Father Fenwick and Titus Oates. When the 
latter claimed tl~t Father Fenwick was his contessor l Father Fenwick: said that he "believea that he (Oates} 
never ~e any contession in his 11te." (Howell. VII, 
10)) -It is very unlikely that Father Fenwick spoke 
to Oates about the tinaneial matters at the Society. 
76 Howell. VI, 1451. 
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7' tor having written a pamphlet in favor of the oath of supremacy. 
XLIX Oates overheard Fathers Keins and FenWick and Brother 
Heath planning to kill the King. 
XLl The details of the fire in Southwark. 1676, were related 
to Oates by Groves and Father Strange. The Society received 
2, 000 ~ tor the fire, and Groves who started it received 400 £ 
trom 'ather Strange. 
L Smith. a Jesuit lay brother, told Oates that he worked as 
a tailor 1n order to gain information about the Court to be sent 
to Father Leshee in France. Moreover, Father Jenison had said 
that if the Catholics had courage enough, they could rise and cut 
the throats of a hundred thousand Protestants 1ft London. 78 
LV~II On August 13, Father John Keins preached a sermon to 
twelve men ot quality in disguise, in which hoe urged the lawfulness 
79 
of killing heretical princes. 
LX Oates refused to shoot the King at the biding of Father 
So 
Keins, but Father Coniers, O.S.B. otfered to do the job. 
77 Ibid., VI, 
78 i«i! .. VI, 79 !':""?'., VI t 





~I The Jssuits and Dominicans had a meeting August 18 in 
... 
convent Garden, concerning propagation or the faith and killing 
of the King. The Dominicans said that they were too poor to 
provide money. but would supply personal assistance and advice. 
1he Carmelites also pleaded their poverty, but offered to pray 
81 
tor the success ot the design. 
LXIII Since the Benedictines were not to be out done by the 
other orders they met with the Jesuits to plot especially the 
82 
rebellion in Ireland. 
LXVI rather Harcourt sent gO ~. to Windsor for the four Irish 
SJ 
ruffians who were to kill King Charles. 
LXVIII On August 22, Oates met Father Blundell who carried a g 
bag containing some .ustard-balls (or fire-balls) for Westminster 
LII 'athers Blundell and Fenwick planned to burn the city ot 
London. the city was divided between t be Jesuits and the Bene-
SS 
dietinGs and their agents. 
LIllI On August JOt 'ather Blundell showed Oates a copy ot the 
Bull issued by the Pope in which he disposed ot bishoprics and 
81 Ibid .• t 82 ~~., 83 J,gl.a •• 












and dignities. Cardinal Howard was to be Archbishop of Canter-
.. 
bury. and Father l'el"rott. Superior of the secular priests was to 
be A:t'chbishop of York. Corker, "President" of the BenedictiDes. 














WVII Oatea t position with t he Jesuits took a turn for the 
worse on September 4, when Father Provincial charged him with 
treaohery since he had informed the King of their plana; the 
fathor h:::at him with his stick and gave him a box on the ear. 
However the Provincial ottered reconciliation if Oates would dis-
close who bad persuaded him to inform the King so they might kill 
this pereon~ Then Oates was ordered to get ready to go to St. 
87 
Omera within two weeka. 
LIllI Oates overheard the Provincial and Fathers Mica and Poole 
consulting about his own disposal. Because of his betrayl Oates 
was to be sent to the continent to be tortured until he confessed 
who bad been with the King and had revealed the plot. On hearing 
86 Ibid., VI, 1463. 
87 1'1)1'(I. I VI t 1466 • 
this O,ates ran off and hid. 
LXXX An attempt was made on Oates' lite by Stratford who was 
employed by the Jesuits, but it failed when the assassin was gg 
discovered by 80me servants while Oates was sleeping. 
LXllIL In his last charge Oates narrates how on September S. he 
met a Papist who warned his that there was much murmuring 
amoneat the Jesuits against him. and warned him that he must 
either destroy the Jesuits or be destroyed by them. 
to these eighty-one charges Oates added a lilt of noblemen 
who had taken part in the conspiracy and who had been commission-
ed and awarded the most important orrlcas in England by John Paul 
89 
d t Ollva, General ot the Society of Jesus. 
Oates' Narrative purports to be based on between personal 
ocular eVidence and correarondenoe between the London Jesuits and 
Jeaults
i
on the continent such as Father Ashby. Rector ot St. 
Omera, Father Sulnan, Procurator in Madrid, and Father Leshee, 
Confessor to the King of France. Not only seditious utterances, 
but also hostile acts were mentioned in the in!'ormation such as 
exhorting the Scots and the Irish to arms, and stiring up trouble 
I.' . 
gg i§~.' VI, 1~67. 59 ., VI, 1467. 
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on the continent against England. But the ';lost important point 
was the denunciation of R. plot devlsad by tho Jesuits to assassi-
nat,; the King, which plot originated in the Jesuit Con:mlt held 
90 
in London April 24, lo7S. Since this point is so im:ortant, 
Chapter II will be devoted to its examination. 
What could possibly have been Oate. t reason tor conspiring 
in this way against t he Society? We do not presume to judge his 
motives, but at least a rew suggested. Perhaps revenge invented 
the.e oharge.; revenge against the Jesuits because they expelled 
him from Valladelid and St. Omers, and because they rejected him 
when he applied tor entrance into the Society. About the middle 
ot September 1676, Father Whitebread Provincial revealed to 
Father Peter Hamerton, thclt Oates had "tnreatened him revenge 
91 
before he got his Sunday dinner". Even after Oates' return to 
England, subsequent to his expulsion from St. Omers, and while 
he was preparing his scheme with Tonge, he again strove without 
success to induce Father ~itebread to admit him. He then added 
threat. to entreaties and told a certain nobleman that he had 
fifty charges of High Treason against the Jesuits already pre. 
pared, and that it was within his power to save them from that 
danger it they would agre. to either ot two courses. namely to 
------------------90 Ranke, IV, 60. 
91 Foley, V, 20. 
admit him to the Society or else give him a contortable annual 
92 ~ 
pension. Both proposals were rejected. 
Not only Jesuit sources report this hatred and spirit ot 
revenge, but also the Anglican Bishop Gilbert Burnet relates, 
as an eye witness, that Oates had these same motives. When 
the Bishop went to visit Dr. Tonge at Whitehall. Oates came in 
and "broke out into great tury against the Jesu1ts; and said, he 
93 
would have their blood." Burnet goes on to relate that this 
incldent gave hta such a bad impression ot Oates' character 
that atter that he could have no regard tor anything Oates either 
said or awore. 
It may be that Oates was telllng the truth when later he 
otten testIfied that he had not really become a Roman Catholic. 
but that he nad gone. among the _'esuits 1norder to betray them. 
In this event his motive tor inventing the whole absurd plot was 
to extract money trom Shaft.sbury and the other Whigs who were 
interested in rIdding England of the Duke at York and his Jesuit 
friends. 
Again the thesis' ot 14alcolm V. Hay may be correct when he 
suggests that the real luthor ot the Popish Plot was not Oates 
92 Ibid •• Vi 1) note. 
9) Burnet, I, 151. 
47 
but Father John Sergeant, a secular priest, who had his own 
reasons tor hating the Society. In this case Oates was merely 
Dr. Sergeant's tool. The thesis that Shattesbury and Sergeant 
combined to take advantage ot the fabrications or Titus Oates is 
94 
based only on circumstantial eVidence. If Oates was the 
original source ot these charge., then his motives were probably 
revenge and hope ot reward trom·the Whigs. It he was only an 
instrument ot Sbattesbury or Sergeant, then hi. chief motive was 
probably hope ot reward • 
• $I 14 
94 Hay,!!!!. J eBut ts !.!lSi 1b!. Popish Plot, 156. 
CHAPTr~u III 
THE JESUIT CGNS(}LT 
1 
Since the Jesuit Consult was the cardinal Point upon which 
hinged t,he whole story ot the Flot as related hy Oates, it shall 
here be examened independently ot the other charges and thif; other 
testimony given at the Jsauit trials. Aceorciinp; to Oates the 
Jesuits held a Consult on April ~4t 1678 - Old Style-. at the 
2 
'dhlte Horse Tavern in the ~3tra.nd in London. It was at this 
meeting whlch he claimed to have attended that the Jesu1ts were 
supposed to have laid their plans tor killing King Charles and 
J 
overthrowing the Protestant religion. Oates himself or1ginally 
gave his perjured tostimony in the trial 01' Father Ir'eland, 
December 17, l67g as follows: 
'" 
l,;>'y Lord, from l"'ir. 'dhitebread aftElr this 
summons, we recoived a :!Second summons, 
which £ame the tilth of April N.j. (New 
Style) + and upon th1s summanD there were 
nine d1d appear at l~ndon t the liector 
or Liege, sir Thomas Preston, t.he Hector 
of Ghent, whose nama 18 Marsh, the Hector 
or Wattom, "hose name 18 ~:i111ams ano one 
1 Pollock, 152. 
2 Howell, VI, 1444. 
1 Ibid., VII, $7. 
4 f.ro£i - vatea was at this time on the continent at ;-;t. 
Omers 3emirlary 'f.rhere they tollowod the r-;ew ;:!tyle cal-
ender. but in London the (;ld Style calender was still 
employod •. The New3tyle was ten days ahead ot the Old 
:".;ty10, henco when montiorl is ma.de of the Jesuit Consult 
of AprIl 24, O.~j., it was :'l8y 4 according to the t~ew 
~>tylo Ca1en(ler on the continent. 
sir John Warner, and two or three 
moce from St. Omera; and there 
was a special order given us, my Lordi 
to keep ourselves close, lest we ahou d 
be suspected and so our design disclosed. 
My Lord, upon the 24th of April, 0.5. we 
did appear in the Consult. The.Consult 
was begun at the White-borse tavern in 
the Strano, and there they %llSt in several 
rooms; tbey came in by degrees; and as 
the new ones came on, the old ones, those 
that had been there before ttuun. tell ott. 
And there was one John Gary appo1nted to 
go procurutor tor Rome, and he was so 
appointed by the sultrages ot the three 
prisoners at tho bar, Whitebread, Ireland 
and Fenw1ck. It was afterwards adjourn-
ed into several colloquies. or little 
meetlngs; one meeting was at Mrs. Sanders' 
house. that buts upon Wl1dhouse; a second 
was Mr. Ireland'.; a third was at I"tr. 
Harcourt's; a fourth was at Mr. Groves t , 
and other mGotlngs or meetings there were 
but I cannot give a good account oi them. 
My Lord after they had thus met and de-
bated tke atate ot religion, and the 11r. 
ot the King they drew up this resolve; it 
was drawn up by one H1co, who was Secretary 
to the SocietYl and Socius, or companion to the Pro v inc al... The Resol vo t my Lord 
was this as well as I can remember the 
words: It is resolved that Thomas Picker-
ing and John Orove fthall go on in their 
attempt to aasa.slnat. tho King (Whether 
they used the word, assassinatG, I can 
not relflember t but tbe meaning was, they 
should make an attempt upon his person), 
and that the reward ot the one, that 1s 
Groves', shoulti be 15,000 1. and that 
Pickerin,'s reward should be ;0,000 masses. 
My Lord, atter this resolution was sign-
ed by Whitebread. it was signed by Fenwick 
and Ireland. and by all the four clubs: 
49 
I saw them sign it, for I carrie,d the 
in,trument from one to ~nother. 
50 
Here is the testimony that sent so many innocent victims to their 
death, testimony for which Oates was indicted for perjury and 
found guilty on Vay 8, 168,. Practically the 33me story appears 
in the trials of the Jesuits, and the trials of their friends. 
Oates was correct when he said there was a meeting of the 
Jesuits in London on April 24, i67$. It was a Provincial 
Congrea.tion tor the purpose of i'?lecting a Procurator to go to 
Rome. Provincial CongregatioDP were called in each province of 
the Society by the respective Provincials every three years. 
In Chapter II of the Ei~lth Part ot the Constitutions of the 
Society of Jesus where St. Ignatius treats of the times when 
General Congregations of the whole order should be called. !l. 
says that the General must be in communications with the whole 
Society and this can best be done by letters and men being sent 
from each province to inform the General of their work .tc. 
In this way there will be no need tor a General Congragatioa 
, except for the election of the General or for some other grave 
reason. \"fhen treating of the men to be sent. to Rome from each 
Province, the Declarations of this Chapter stato: 
5 Howell, VII, 91-92. 
Saltem unys ~ §ing~la§ eAtMm, ~itkiQ ,u~ue !n22. et ~n il~. ruarto, electu. 
ro essorum e~ectorum 111 us Provinciae 
8ulrra~il§, ad certiorem multis 3i rebuS 
laclenHi PriiE2s1tum Oenera!em. 
51 
This meeting therefore to elect a procurator to go to Rome to 
inform the General of tIe interests of their Province was not 
peculiar to the English Jesuits. The year assigned tor these 
congregations was 167g, and about the same time similar meetings 
were held by the Flemish Jesuits at Antwerp, the Wallons at 
7 
Lille t the French att'tlris t etc. Moreover these congregations 
were held by the En,~ish Jesuits every three years since they 
were constituted as a ProVince. 
The purpose ot the congregations is specified in the same 
part ot the Constitutions that w'\s Cited above: ttto choose as 
Procurator one ot them to go to Rome to inform the aeneral ot g 
their particular and private aftairs." In a short printed 
pamphlet in the British Mu.eum on this triennial provincial 
6 St. Ignatius Loyola, S.J., Constitution •• Societatibus cum 
Declarationibusi Typis Vatican! •• Romae, 1961J, Part 8, tni'ipter II, If B. THe nglish translation reads: ttEvery third year 
from each ot the Provinces, and every fourth year trom the 
Indies, one man must be elected by the Professed and Rectors 
ot the Provinces to acquaint the General with what things are 
being done in the Provinces." 
7 'oley, it 6). 
8 illS. .. , " 63. 
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meeting in Father John Warner cites Chapter I, page 51 ot the 
formula tor Provincial Congregations in the Jesuit Constitutions 
as his basis for the absurdity of the main features ot Oates' 
testimony of the ConSUlt. 
In this pamphlet Father Warner points out that the only 
persons capable of entering into,such a congregation are 1) actu~ 
Superiors, 2) the Procurator ot the Province, J) the oldest pro-
. 9 
feased 'athers who with the others make up the number of forty. 
Therefore since Oates did not 1'all into any of these three 
catagorles he could not have a'ttended the Congregation. He was 
not professedj be was not a Superior; he WillS not even a Jesuit 
novice as we have shown above. He pretended that he was called 
to participate in the Consult by a a~cial patent from the 
General of the Society of Jesus, but this is ridiculous because 
the General does not have power to act contrary to the Con-
st1tutions; and even it he d1d have the power. he certa1nly 
would not have exerc1sed 1t 1n favor of such a person, who had 
already been expelled from one Jesuit College and was about to 
be turned out of another •. At h1s tr1al Father Whitebread, the 
Provincial, asked the court if it were probable that be should 




important business", For trusting such a man he ought to be sent 
~ 10 
to Bedlam rather than to Ne"rgate. 
Not only was Oates disqualified frae attending this Pro-
vincial Congregation. but it can be proven that he did not attend 
it.. Sixteen witnesses ca_ over from St. Omers to testify that 
from December 10, 1677 to June 2), 1678 Oates was net absent a 
11 . 
day from St. Omera. But these witnesses wel:e not believed in 
1619 because L.<; attorneY$ and Lord Chief Justice Scroggs tWisted 
12 
their test imony until it appear cd ridic ious. 10 turn each was 
asked if he wel"'. a Roman Catholic, and when he replied that he 
was, the Court laughed and implicitly set aside his evidenco 
because the English Protestants at th1~ time believod that 
Catholics could lie as long as Church interests were concerned, 
~nd that the Jesuits could command their students and Sodalists 
, 13 
to 11e in their behalf. An Anglican Minister published a 
letter written to one of his friends in 1679. proving that 
Catholics and especially Catholic priests can lie in defense of 
the Church. He quotes Oatholic Doctors such as St. Thomas 
Aquinas. St. Robert Bellarmi.ne, Sylvester, Cardinal Toletus, Duns 
..... 
10 Howell, VII, ,,1. 
11 cr. the' test.1mvuy cf thasa sixteen witnesses in Howell 
VII. )60-379. 
12 Ibid •• VII, lt12-4.14. 
13 ISrq.t VII. )62. 
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scotus and others on the seal of Confession to prove his state-
... 
ments, He points out tt~t the Jesuit mo~ iS1 "~, Rerjura, 
secretum Erodere nol!." (Swear and foreswear. but the main 
- 14 
,ecret to betray torbare.") 
Oates. on the other hand, at first sald that he had been 
watched too closely by the Jesuits to be seen by anybody in 
IS 
London during the Consult. Then be shifted and brought several 
witnesses into Court to testify that they had seen him in London 
at the time ot the Consult. Some of these witnesses contradicted 
16 
one an other while two others swore to the wrong year._ That 
the veraoity ot these witnesses is not to be trusted, would seem 
to be clear from a brief notice in the Annual Report of the 
English Province of the Society ot Jesus for 1688. Fr. Richard 
Norris, the author or this brief notice, states that while in 
,<. 
London durtng the tria!. "0£ the rlve Jesuits he stayed in the 
house ot a Protestant physician and patron or the infamous per-
jurer, Titus Oat... or course Father Norris was disguised, but 
he noticed that trom that very house and family Oates produced 
14 -----------, ~in, Allowable with pasists to Deceive Protestant., our page pampnl;t;roun among-"!racte 
aeaXIng wIth the Popish Plot, /fla, Cleveland Public 
Library, 1-4. 
IS L'Strange, II, 91. 
16 I!!4., II, 92 
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no less than five witnesses to testify against the Jesuits, and 
... 
swear emphatically that Oates was in London when he waa most 
17 
certainly at St. Omers. He also observed during his sojourn 
in this house that the Protestants were accustomed to hold secret 
condlaves or councils with Oates two or three times a week in 
which they concocted and arranged what evidence should be brought 
against the Catholics and Jesuits, and they reheraed what was to 
be said and done during the trials. Even Proressor Pollock, the 
staunch opponent or Catholics and espeCially of JeSUits, admits 
in his history or !h! P02iah Plot that the witnesses that Oates 
produced to prove that he was 1n London at the t1me of the Con-
IS , 
suIt gave talae evidence. Of the seven witneases, he says, 
only two gave evidence or any weight. They were Smith, who had 
been Oates' master at Merchant Taylor's School, and Clay, "a 
disreputable Dominican rr~r.ft who. Oates had taken out of 
19 ," 
prison. Both were afterwards proved to have been suborned by 
, 20 
Oates and to 'bave perjured themselves. 
It might be asked how it was possible for the sixteen wit-
nesses from St. Omera to remember that Oates was at their College 
continuously from December 1677 to June 1618, and especially 
17 Foley, V, 961. 
18 Pollock!. >4.5 19 ftb~q.i J4;. 20 owel, I, 118)-1188. 
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during the entire months of April and, May. Pollock would place 
... 
the Jesuits at the aide ot Oates "in the pillory of history" tor 
producing theee"eleverly parrcted" witnesses, and ordering them 
21 
to testify against Oatea. Father John Gerard, 8 • .1., in his 
22 
article in the Month, at the time ot the appearance ot Pollock's 
book, makes a rather thorough investigation into t he testimony 
of these witnesses and reveals P'ollock'. bias against the attempt 
of the Jesuits at self.defense. These witnesses, as ell matter of 
tact, had no trouble at all in recalling Oates and his conduct 
during hi. six month stay with them at St. Omers. As was pointed 
out in Chapter I. Oatea espeeially since he va.s an adult among 
school boys t and a tormer parson was such an unusual man that he 
2) 
was not easily forgotten. Some of tht witnesses remembered 
playing or talking with hlm during the six or seven day period 
during which he $aid he was in ;Ondon. On May 2, 1618, B.S. the 
boys at St. OmeFa put on a play or an "action." After the per-
formance wben the· audience came up to congratulate one of the 
actors and singera, Oatea said to Beeton, the leading character, 
that it he "had paid tor learning to sing, he had been basely 
24-
cheated."l young student doesn't easily forget such comments 
21 PollocK. 34S. 
22 Rev. JohuQerard. B.J., "HIstory lEx Hypothesi' and the 
Popisb Plot," the ~tb, l!:ti, July-December, 19031. 2-22. 
23 Rev. John Gerarer; •• , tfTitus Oates at School," !!!!. 
Month!· CII, July-December 190), 1)4. 
24 Howel, I, 1115. 
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especially when everyone else was congratulating him. Other 
students told how Oates because of hi. age ate at a seperate 
table by himself in the refectory, and so he 'could not be absent 
25 
without the whole community noticing it. Still others such 
as Hall, the refectorlan. Cooke, the tailor and the 1nfirmarian. 
had special reasons tor remembering Oates' presence at St. Omera 
26 
during April and May 1676. Bu~ the act which made Oates' 
presence at the College ot St. Omer moat conspieious was the fact 
that he was the reader of the Sodality, and he was never absent 
27 
from hi. duties during April and 14ay 1678. This otfice of 
reader in the Sodality required ita holder to read some spiritual 
reading at the Sodality meeting every Sunday and Holy Day. Oates 
held t,heofflee at least trom March 25, N.S. to May 24, N.S .. , 
1678. Unfortunately for him. several of his tellow Sodalists 
remembered that he had read at every meeting during that two 
month period, 80 he could not have been away trom St. Omers tor 
28 
eight days as he claimed to have been. We are thus able to 
torm 80me idea of the absurdity of the story told by Oates about 
his presenee at the Provineial Congregation,. 
These sisteen witnesses at the trial or the Five Jesuits, 
however, are not alone in testifying that Oates was with them 
-
~g fm:: 
27 tftf .. 
26 I6Iif. t 
VII. ,365, 371. 
VIIi 312-373. 
X, 11;. 
I. 1107, 1124. 1128, 1129. 
at st. Omere during the period he claimed to have been in London. 
oates was convicted of perjury on this very point on May 16. 1685 
when a still larger number ot witnesses testified that he had 
29 
never lett the College during the period in question. Another 
piece of evidence to the same eftect. which is usually overlooked 
is the orticial certificate furnished by the municipal authori-
ties ot St. Omers on December 28, 1618. These otticials made an 
investigation and were convinced that Oates had been in the 
College throughout April and May 1678: "by the oaths ot several 
ot the best and ancient scholars ot that seminary - the whole 
College consisting ot two hundred persons, having ottered to make 
30 
the same oath." 
The only documentary proll produced by Oates in all his 
testimony on the Consult was a letter ot Father Edward Petre 
to Father William Tunstall summoning him to the Provincial Con-
)1 
gregation on April 24. 1678. This letter, found among Father 
Harcourt t 8 papers, proves nothing more than that there was a 
meeting ot the Jesuits on this day and that Father Petre summoned 
32 
Father Tunstall. Both Fathers Petre and Tunstall did actually 
29 Ibid., I, 1097 to 11);. 
30 a.rard t "History t Ex Hypothesi t and th. -.f.vlsh Plot," 
11. 
31 Howell, VII, 350. 
32 Foley, V, 64. 
'9 3) 
attend the Congregation, and the reason why Father Petre sent 
... 
this letter 1s probably because he was Superior ot the Hanph1re 
district at the time and Father Tunstall belonged to the College 
ot St. Thomas (Hampshire distr1ct).There are some necessary 
directions in the letter about caution and secreey, but oonsider-
ing the penal lawa against the Jesuits theee direotions are not 
treasonable. Unfortunately Father Petre used the word, "design" 
inreterence to the Congregation, and Oates and his cohorts were 
34 
able to read treasonable intentions into this Girnple letter. 
'athers Whitebread, HarCoul't and Gavan sufficiently explained the 
interpretation ot this word, "design," but the Court was not dis-
35 
posed to listen to a rational expLmatlon. 
It has proven that Oat.. waa disqualified from attending the 
Jesuit Provincial Congregatton, and. moreover, that he was at St. 
Omara at this time. Yet Oates did come up with some ... slng 
, 
facta about the Congregation. For exampl., he spoke the truth 
when he said that there was a meeting of the Jesuits in London on 
April 24, 1618, that forty to fifty Jesuits were present, that 
some of the Jesuits he mentioned. by name were present, and that 
they elected Father Cary as Procurator to go to Rome. How can 
33 Rev. John Gerard, 5.J., "The Jesuit 'Consult' of April 24, 
1678," The Month, CII. July-December 190), 313. 
34 Foley Y:-J', note. 
35 Howel!, tIl, 351 .... 352. 
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his knowledge ot these tacts be explained it he was not present 
... 
at the Congregation? Almoat everyone of the St. Omera' students 
who testified in Oatea' trial tor perjury in 16g5, said that they 
knew about the Provincial Oongregation held in May, N.S., 1678, 
and most ot them also knew the very details that Oates gaye 1n 
36 
his teatimony. 
Clayering, one ot the witnesses at this trial testified that 
Oates was yery inquisitive about the Congregation. When Oates 
asked ClaYering what was done at such congregations, the latter 
replied, "1 hear at thoae meetings many times they stay an hour 
37 
or two, and have done when they have chosen their Procurator." 
This may account tor Oates' testimony that they met April 24, 
elected the Procurator and thm dispersed, but as we shall see 
the Procurator was not elected on April 24, but at the second )8 
session on. April 26. The 'at hers retul"'ning from the Congre-
gation to the continent stopped at St. Omera, and skope about the 
business transacted, because they couldn't then suspect that so 
39 innocent a meeting could be so malioiously represented. 
After investigating what was supposed to have happened at the 
Jesuit Provinoial Congregation of April 24. 0.3., 1678 and the 
36 Ibid., It 1109. 1112, 1118, 1128, 1130. 
37 IEIa. t II 113.3. 
38 G'iri"rd, The Jesuit 'Consult' of April 24. 1678," .315. )9 Foley, V, 64. 
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absurdity ot the main features ot Oates' story, one is interested 
... 
in knowing what really did happen, and who was there. Fortunatel: 
a complete text ot the 'minutes ot this meeting is preserved in thl 
library ot the College ot Exate:6 Holland. These minutes were 
reprinted in '-:he Month 1n 1903. There would be no reason to 
falsity in these minutes, for they are a simple record ot the 
business transacted at the meeting'. This record was prepared for 
the information ot the General of the Society of Jesus several 
months betore Oates and his tale appeared. 
The objects of the Provincial Congregations in the Soci~ty 
of Jesus are 1) to elect a Procurator. or envoy, to be sent to 
Rome to take part with those s1m11iarly deputed by other Pro~ 
vinces, in a Procurators' Conr;regatlon under the presidency of 
the General; this Congregation was to discuss the state of the 
Society, and in particular religious discipline; 2) to decide 
Iwhether it Is adVisable to cO\ll a General Congregation of the 
prder; 3) to make $ny requeats of the General that the Fathers 
41 ' ~hink desirable for their respective Provinces. At the first 
session held on April 24, O.B. (May 4, M.S.) the fathers assembled 
Qt the place aSSigned, and were shown two ca.taloques, one con-
~alnlng the names ot those who were to take part in the Congre-
~atlont and the other had the names of all the Professed, tor the 
~o aev. John Gerard, S.J., "The Jesuit 'Consult' of April 24, 
1678.- The Month. CII, July-December 190), 312-316. 
41 Ibid •• OIl, 'Ii.' 
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42 
procurator to be sEmt to itome must be a Professed Father. The 
... 
Congregation was opened with the hymn !!n1 Creator: J and the role 
was called. Then Father Whitebread explained the purpose of the 
Provincial and Procurators' Congregations. Next the Fathers 
decided that this Congregation was rightly constituted. Father 
William Marsh, Rector ot Ghent, was elected Secret.ry and Fathers 
Richard Strange, the former Provincial, a.nd Franciil Neville were 
elected deputies to assist the Provincial in the arrangement of 
the program of the Congregation. By uanimou8 vote the next 
session was set for April 26. According to rule the opex l~; 
session must be followed by an interval ot at least one day dur11~ 
which inquires may be made as to who is the best candidate tor 
43 
Procurator. The firat session was conoluded by the reading of 
the letter of Very Reverend Fatilers Vincent Carafta., and the 
twenty-lourth decree of the Ninth General Congregation, pro-
44 
hibiting campaining for election. 
At the second session, aiter Ii prayer and the reading ot the 
~1nutes ot the preceding aesa10n. the election of the Procurator 
rtook place. On thu third ballot Father John Cary received 22 
~otes, an absolute majority, and hence was chosen to attend the 
~2 Ibid., 011, )14-_ 
~3 YbId. t CII, )16, note. 4.4 6., ell, )14. 
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congregation of Procurators' at Rome. Father John Keynes, was 
... 
choosen as his alternate. A third session was decided upon, but 
because of the great danger threatening Catholics and Jesuits in 
England at that time, the Fathers determined to meet at 11:00 A.M. 
that same day 80 as not to prolong the Congregation any more than 
45 
necessary. 
The business of the third and final session was to consider 
the petitions to be sent to Father General. First the replies 
of Father General to the petitions ot the preceeding Provincial 
Congregation were read and were well received. It was degreed 
that a General Congregation should not be called. Two petitions 
were then proposed and discussed. The first was that at future 
Provincial Congregations in England in order to hasten businesa 
because ot the danger, the interval of a day between sessions be 
46 
dropped. (This dispensation was granted by Reverend Father 
General.) The other petition asked exemption from the oath im-
posed upon the students ot the English College at Rome, but 
Father General was not able to grant this petition at that time. 
Various points were now propossed touching on uniformity in the 
PrOVince. Finally the minute. ot all three sessions were read 
• 
45 Ibid •• ell 315. 1·6 ~ CII' ~ ... ...g~Q.. • .115. 
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and approved, and the Congregation came to a close with the 
... 47 
recitation of the fe Deum. 
--
To these minutes ot the Congregation there is prefixed a 
list of the Jesuits who were present. As was said above the 
right to attend the PrOVincial Congregation and to vote belongs 
to the prOVincial, rectors of colleges, the procurator of the 
province and as many professed fathers, according to seniority 
of profession, as are required to make up the total of forty. 
There are exactly forty names among whom are Very Reverend Father 
Thomas Whitebread (alias Harcott), 'athers Anthony Turner, Williu 
48 
Barrow (alias Waring and Harcourt), and William Ireland, who 
were direct Victims ot Titus Oates. The first three were executec 
at Tyburn on June 20, 1679, O.S. tor attending this treasonable 
Consult, and 'ather Ireland was executed on 'ebruary ), 1679. 
49 All tour were beatified by Pope Pius lIon December 15, 1929, 
and their feast is celebrated each year in the Society on F.brua~ 
21. However, we do not find the name ot Blessed John renwick, 
50 
who according to Oates was pre.ent at the Consult. EYen Oates 
admitted that his other victim at the Trial of the Five Jesuits. 
51 
Blessed John Gavan, was not present at the Consult. 'ather 
47 Ibid., ell, 316. . 
48 It was under the alias of Harcourt that Fr. Barrow was 
tried and exeouted. 
49 ---.;.--~--, Acta Ramana Societatis ies!!, aeneral t • 
Curia! Rome,~9, tt, 192R t 2'~-27 • 50 Howel. VII. 91. 
51 !2!£-, VII, )2). 
6S 
Gavan was too young to be prote.sed, henee unable to attend the 
... 
Congregation. 
Perhaps the easiest way to show Oates t perjury on this point 
of the Consult, would be to prove that the Consult was not held 
at the White Horse Tavern in the Strand, but at St. James Palaee, 
the home ot the Duke ot York. 'fhe Jesuits did not want to 
testify that they met in their patron'. palace because his har-
52 
boring ot th_ was a formal act of treason. 'fhis point con-
cerning the place at the Congregation is one that the Jesuits 
studiously avoided 1n all their trials and pamphlets at the time. 
Father John Warn3r, in his pamphlet on the Consult denies that 
it was at the White Horse 'fdern. and say. that it was in London, 
but he 18 not specific. Even though he was at the Congregation 
himself he says that he inquired of several whe were present .. 
about the White Horse Tavern, and most replied that they never 
heard ot such a place, while all denied that they had ever met 
53 
there. This White Horse Tavern in the Strand was a hostelry 
which by the time Oates spoke about it. had been partially de-
54 
moliahed. In the trial ot Richard Longhorn. the Jesuits. legal 
advi.er, the woman who worked at the White Horse Tavern in April 
52 Pollock. 152. 
53 Foley V, 64. 
54 Gerard, "History tEx Hypothesi' and the Popish Plot," 8. 
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and M~y 1678 testified that she had never seen Oates betore in 
... 
her life and that there was not a room in her house (White Horae 
Tavern) that could hold more than a dozen, wbile Oates had said 
55 
that between forty and fifty Jesuits consulted there at one time. 
The secret about the place of the Congregation was finally 
ended by the Duke of York himself when he became King James II 
. 
in 1685. In the Memoirs of Sir John Reresbz, an accomplished S6 .--- -
country squire, we find in a flotation for Nay St 1685 that King 
James in a conversation with Rereaby revealed that the Jesuit 
meeting of April 24, 1678 was held at St. James where the future 
King then lived. Sir John also says that King James afterwards 
57 
revealed this secret to the Prince of Denmark. The OCcasion 
of thia conversation was the trial ot Titus Oates tor perjury. 
On this occasion King James also said that if Oates had known 
that the Consult was held at his palace, he would not now be 
58 
King. 
So much of Oates' oase against the Jesuits depends on his 
evidence about the Consult. When one has shown that Oates per-
jured himself on many counts in this testisllony, the case is 
55 Howell, VII, 464. 
56 A.V. Ward, and A.H. Waller, (editors) The Cambride 
Bistorr of En,l~ Literature, The Macmlflan eo., 'lew YorkJ 9)I, V X, 00. S7 Sir ohn Heresby, The Memoirs ot Sir John HerCUShe, ad. by James J. Cart-Wrlght, Longma-ni,-nrien and 0., 
London, 187;, 32;-326. 
58 Ibid. t 325. 
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practically won for the prosecution. It the presecuting attorney 
... 
wishes to clinch his case, he will investigate the unfair methods 
employed against the Jesuits in their trials, and the other 




THE JESUIT TIUALS 
The trials ot the Popish Plot are among the most important 
1 
in the judicial history of England. and the Jesuit trials are 
among the most important of these. As one famous jurist-histortal 
says these trials "are a standing monument to Ule most astounding 
outburst of successtul perjury which has occured in modern 
2 
times.- Posterity has branded the judges ot the t rials with 
lasting infamy, and the men executed as traitors afterwards 
have earneQ the honors ot martyrs. 
Here one must state a tew facts about the criminal rrocedure 
and the judges at the time ot the Popish Plot, it he is to under-
stand the disadvantages the accused labored under in proving 
their innocence. It a prisoner was brought to trial; he had 
little prospect of being acquited. Until the day ot his trial 
he was kept under close watCh, and was not told what witnesses 
l 
were to be called against ~lim. nor what lines their evidence 
:; 
would take. It be tr led t~O call witnesses to prove his in-
nocence, he had no means of forcIng their attendance, and since 
t 4 
1 ·Sir James Fitzjam$s Stephen, ! Historx ot the Criminal !1!l! 2l England" Macmillan and Co., London, I!g~. 3~J. 
2 ~!ogit ~b5. . 
.3 Ibid., 290. 
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he did not know what charges would be brought against him. he did 
... 
not know which witnesses to call. The accused had to defend 
himself against skilled lawyers who had been preparing their 
case for weeks. During his confinement examinations were made 
of all other suspected persons and their depositions and con-
.f."essions as accomplices were produced in Court against the 
prisoner. which he was not alloW9d the aid of counsel nor 
4 
solicitor, either before or at the trial. But what weighed 
most heavily against the prisoner was the tact that rules of 
evidence, as they are understood today, were practically unknown. 
The only recognized distinction in eVidence was between eye-
witnesses and everything else. There was no critical analysis 
of eVidence, 80 that except for Jesuits one witness was as good 
5 
as another. The most insignificant eVidence upon hearsay 
equaled in value the original documents, and the latter were 
not required ot the prosecution, as - shall be seell when Oates 
speaks of oertain actually non-existent trea~onable letters and 
6 
doeuments ot the Jesuits. Another disadvantage to the prisoner 
was the fact that his witnesses weee not permitted to testify 
under oath, and the bench usually received the prisoner's 
witnesses with the utmost suspicion, reminding the jury that they 
were not under oath. It the witnesaes were Catholics, it was 
pOinted out that their eVidence might be tutored, as happened 
4. Stephen, A Hlato12 2! ~ Criminal !!!!! 2! England, I. 39f!. 5 Trevelyan, 40X. 
6 Pollock. 292. 
1 
in the trial of the Five Jesuits • 
... 
10 
In the.e several ways the trial system of the seventeenth 
century worked in favor of the crown and in glaring disfavor 
ot the prisoner. These shortcomings of the system were in-
creased by the cruelty ot judges, and especially of Chief Justice 
Sir William Scroggs who presided at most of the trials of the 
. 
Popish Plot. Scroggs' conduot during these trials. and eapeciall~ 
, S 
his treatment of the Jesuit., was infamous. The time-serving 
cowardice of Scroggs was very aptly manifested in his summaries 
in the cases of the Jesuits. His first s~~mary in the trial of 
Father Ireland teems with attacks on CatholiCS, and his second 
in the trial of the Five Jesuits, was such a plea tor the pro-
secution as no judge at present would da.l.~e make.. Besides, he 
9 
continually checked and 81h; ;:red at the prisoners.. He gave 
frequent vent to his prejudice, and made abusive harangues agalns 
10 
Catholics; be hounded ulany innocent victims to their death J 
he deserves almost as muoh censure as Oates. Everything seomed 
to conspire against the in'"ocent tor the people of that age 
believed the prisoner guilty unless he proved otherwIse, and it 
was generally relt that it was better for the innocent to die 
11 
than tor the guilty to go free. 
t • 
~ ~i~~1~'9~~I, 412 
9 Stephen, A Hist0tI of the Criminal _taw _of England, It 395. 
10 0 II. J22. - - - E -
11 p~lock, 30). 
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The r~r8t Jesuit trial connected with the Popish Plot was 
.. 
December 17, 1678 when Father ijlilliam Ireland, Brother Thomas 
pickering, 0.5.8., and .f.1r. Thomas Grove were tried tor high 
treason. Fathers Thomas Whitebread and John Fenwick were also 
brought to trial at this tim., but they were acquitted when the 
crown was able to produce only one witness, Titus Oates, to 
testify against them. 
This was insufficient to procure a conviction in a case of high 
treason. We will consider the case ot Fathers Whitebread and 
Fenwick later, when we investigate the second Jesuit trial. 
because the same evidence was repeated at that time by Oates 
and others. Now Father William Ireland is the only Jesuit on 
trial. 
Father Ireland, alla~ IronDlonger, a native or Lincoln, 
entered the Society in 1655. was professed in 1673 and after 
several years ot apostolic labor in the Low Countries was sent 
~. 12 
to Ellgland in 167'7 where lle was Procurator of the Province. 
At this trial, aft~r much il'relevant abuse against the Catholic 
Church, the counsel for the Crown finally charged Father Ireland 
with being a principal in the plot, and privy to the king'a 
death beCaU$8 ot his attendance at the Jesuit Consult of April 
24. 1676. As has already been shown Father Ireland did attend 
12 FoleYt V, 224. 
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this Provincial Congregation because he was Procurator of the 
... 
Province, but the meeting entertained no treasonable designs. 
Bedlow then testified that he had seen Fathers Ireland as well 
Pickering and Grove and others at Harcourt's chambers in London 
in late August, 1678, discussing how the latter two were to 
13 
murder the King and be rewarded. But 'ather Ireland had never 
14 
SeeD Bedlow before, and he proved that he was in Staffordshire 
through out August 1n the company ol Mr. John Aston. Four 
witnesses, Ireland's mother, sister, :4r. Gifford, and Mr. Harri-
son, Ireland'. coachman testified that he was in Stallordshire 
1; 
and not 1n London during August. His companions during all 
this time John Aston, ~illiam Bowdre1 and Mr. Engletrap could 
not be found at this time to testify to Father Ireland'. alibi. 
Oates also testified that Father Ireland took part in the August 
16 
Consult. If 'ather Ireland had only known that this charge 
would be brought against him, he could easily have found wit-
nesses to prove his alibi, but he neither kn~w~bout the charge 
nor was given time to produce the witnesses who could have 
established his innocence. In his second trial on May 9. 1685 
Oates was convicted of perjury on this very pOint, and forty-five 
witnesses proved cono1usive1y where Father Ireland had been every 
• a 
13 Howell, VII, 109-110. 
14 Ibid., VII, 111. 
15 IOIQ., VII, 123. 
16 YbIQ •• VII. 114. 
TJ 
17 day but one between August 3 and September 14, 1678. Flve 
... 
months after Father Ireland's execution, at the trial or the 
Five Jesuits ten witnesses testified to Father Ireland's pre-
18 
sence in Staffordshire during August. Had Father Ireland 
been able to call even those ten witnesses, their evidence would 
have procured his acquittal and would probably have given birth 
to a reaction against Oates which would have prevented any 
further credence in his tale of perjury. Instead Father Ireland 
was found guilty and on 'ebruary ), 1679, at Tyburn, he and John 
Gl'ove wert;: hung. disemboweled and quartered according to the 
sentence. 
The next Jesuit trial was on June 1), 1679 and i8 known as 
the trial ot the Five Jeauits; namely: Fathers Thomas Whitebread, 
Provinc!al, John Fenwick, Procurator tor the College at St. Omer, 
both of who, were acquitted at the December trial, William Har-
court, Rector of the London district, John Gavan, and Anthony 
Turner. 'ather Whitebread, alias White or Marcott, a native 
ot lasex, had been protessed in 1652 and made Provincial early 
in 167e. He had called the Provincial Congreg&tion for April 24, 
1678 and in the summer he made a visitation ot the continental 
houses of the English PI·ovince. On this occasion he rejected 
Titus Oates' application to enter the SOCiety. In September 167e 
he was arrested by Oates and a guard of soldiers, while he was 
17 Ibid., I, 124)-1281. 
18 ~.t VII, 388·391. 
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sick in bed with a fever. After three months under the ~uard of 
... 
seven soldiers in his own chamber, he was taken to Newgate where 
19 
he was placed in solitary confinement until his trial in June, 
Father John Caldwell, alias renwick, a ~onvert to the 
Catholic Church and entered the Society in 1656. After his pro-
fession in 1675. he was made PI'Oourator 0 f St.. Omera College the 
. 
same year. Since he did not attend the Provincial Congregation 
in April 167g, he must not .have been one or the forty oldest 
21 
professed tatheT'!'3. The third vtctim Father William Ba.rrow, 
alias Waring or Harcourt. a native ot Lancashire, entered the 
Society in 1636, and was professed in 1646. He spent ;';i~ Whole 
missionary career in the London district, being procurator of' 
the English PrOVince trom 1671 to 1677 when he was made Rector 
of the London district. He escaped the general Jesuit hunt in 
22 
September 161S. but several months later he was apprehended. 
Father John Gavan, a natiye or London, entered the Society 1n 
1660, and as he was not pr~te8sed until 1678 he too d.id not attem 
23 
the Jesuit Consult. He,fEul an accomplished orater t a~d 
except.iona11y holy man, outstanding for his purity and humility. 
The fifth and last was Father Anthony Turner. A native of 
19 Foley, V, )2. 
20 Ibid., V, 244. 
21 Gerard, ~The Jesuit -Consult' of April 24, 1678," !h! Month, 
ell. 313. 
22 Foley, V. 241. 
2) Ibld., V, 454 and 456. 
----
r __ --------------------------------. 
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Leiceaterahire and a convert to the Catholic Church, Father 
... 
Turner entered the Society in 1653~4and labored for eighteen 
years for the Church at Worcester. He voluntarily gave him-
self up to the justice ot the Peace when be beard that the 
25 
Society was being persecuted on Oates' testimony. 
The trial of the Five Jesuits followed nearly the same 
pattern as Father Ireland's trial. The case for the prosecution 
was opened, as usual, with the evidence ot Oates. He reaffirmed 
his story about 'athers Whitebread and 'enwick attending the 
Jesuit Consult of April 24, 1678, already told at the trial of 
Father Ireland, and which we considered in Chapter II. He also 
testified that 'athers Harcourt and Turner attended the Consult 
and. that even though Father Gavall was not at the Consult he 
26 
later subscribed to the plans agreed upon. According to Oates 
'ather Whitebread also instructed Father Thimbely, alias Ashby, 
to otter Sir George Wakeman, the Queen's physician. 10,000 £. to 
poison the King. Fathers 'enwick and. Harcourt met with the other 
Jesuits on August 21, 1678 at Wild-House where they planned to 
27 
pay tour Irish ruttians tourscore pounds to murder the King. 
His final charge was that 'ather Gavan kept the London Jesuits 
informed ot. the progress or their design in Staffordshire and 
24 Ibid., V, 862. 
25 n>rd •• '". 86). 26 Rowell, vII, )23. 
27 Ibid., VII, )27. 
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Shrophire and said that there were at least two or three thousand 
... 
pounds in those districts for carrying out their design. 
Then Oates' ~ellow perjurers took over. Dugdale, when 
called swore to treasonable consults at Lady Aston's place at 
28 
T1xall, where Fathers Gavan and Turner were present. He 
testified that Father Whitebread wrote a treasonable letter to 
29 
Father Evers, Dugdale's confessor ,at Tixall, and that Father 
Harcourt alao 'Wrote a letter to Father Evers about Godfrey's 
30 
death before it became known. Prance then gave some trifling 
evidence against Fathers Harcourt and Fenwick based on hear-say. 
tBedloe cloaed the oral testimony for the crown by contradicting 
~is former assertion ~lven on oath at Father Ireland's trial. 
~owBedloe testified that 'ather Whitebread was the best known 
to him of the Jesuits. and he had seen him and Father FenWick 
. 31 
plot their treasonable designs at Father Harcourtts chambers; 
pe knew nothing about Fathers Turner and Gavan. 
However, the case for the crown did not rest merely on this 
~estlmony of the perjurers alone. Two letters were then pro-
~uced, the first written by Father Edward Petre to Father Tunstall 
)2 
~ummonlng him to the April Consult. This letter failed as 
~8 Ibid., VII, »5-342. ~9 ISIa' ••• VII, »4. ~O m., VII, ))8. )1 ~ •• VII, 344-346. 
32 .D:"'1., VII t 350 • 
.. 
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evidence in Father Ireland's trial because it proved no more than 
... 
the fact that there was a •• eting of the Jesuits, This letter 
was explained above in Chapter II. The other letter was from 
Father Christopher Anderton at Rome on February 5. 1678, and it 
contained this harmless sentence: "We are all here very glad 
of the promotion of Mr. Thomas Harcourt. When I writ that the 
patents were sent. although I guess tor whom they were, yet I 
33 
know not tor certain ••• " According to the counsel for the 
Crown these two sentences were to be interpreted as Father 
Whitebread'. promotion to a bishopric and the "patents" retered 
to the appointments ot priests and noblemen to the various 
oftices ot church. state and army. 'ather Whitebread explained 
that Father Anderton retered to h1s promotion as new Provincial, 
and "patents" was a translation tor Literae Patentes and reterred 
only to his patent .s Provincial, but no such rational explana-
tion would satisfy the court. 
The Jesuits chler detense was to procure the sixteen wit-
nesses from St. Omara to testify that Oates had. been with them 
trom December 1677 to June 1678, Then tour witnesses testified 
tr~t Oates had perjured himself when he' said that he came over 
to the Consult with Fathers John Warner and Thomas Freaton; five 
witnessea were called to testify that Father Gavan had not been 
33 Ibid., 'II, 355. 
-
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in town 1n April 1678 and was not yet protessed; tiwn that Father 
... 
Ireland had been in the country in August and September of the 
34 
same year. 
To this abundance of witnesses was added addresses ot real 
eloquence and 10g1.c by 'ather John Gavan, but to no aVail, be-
cause Chief Justice Scroggs summed up the evidence in an elabor-
ate speech which practically threw out the testimony ot the 
35 
witnesses for t~'.e de:ens8 and strongly ravored the Crown. 
Atter only a quarter ot an hour's absence the jury that voiced 
the furious bigotry against Catholics and Jesuits, returned to 
court with a verdict ot guilty against all the prisoners. 
What better detense could the Jesuits have made? The in-
dictment against them was so vague and general that it was im-
possible to select any special point. The Jesuits had only 
received word ot their trial.the day betore, and it was hard 
for them to gather the witnesses that they did. Since those 
wltnesses were brow-beaten, insulted by the Court and bystanders, 
they were afraid to contradict the perjurers lest they should 
endanger their own satety. Since access to t he prisoners in 
Newgate had been all~ged. they could receive no technical advice 
as to their defense. As 'ather 'enwick obs3rved at the trial 
* 
34 Ib14~. VII, )60-393. 
35 PiIIockL 3~;. a6 Fo18Y,v, 227. ' 
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the evidence. against his consisted entirely ot the contents ot 
37 
letters not produced, "nothing but saying and swearing,· and 
no documentary eVidence, but this was the practiceo! the law 
38-
courts of the day. 
The Fathers could not call in their brethren to retute Oates' 
testimony regarding the Provincial Congregation because it they 
had testified as eye-witnesses, they would have shared the tate 
of the five Jes1:\lts aa accomplices. Nor could they disclose the 
tact that their "Gonsult" had been held in the Duke ot York'. 
palace. Although this would have destroyed Oates' evidence. it 
would bave involved their patron the Duke. Their line ot defen.e 
was to convict the wttneas ot perjury, and they succeeded in this 
but the judges were determined that they would have a conviction. 
Otherwise the judges themselves would have been guilty ot the 
judicial murder ot Father Ireland because they were the same 
39 judges who had condemned him on the same evidence. Only one 
thing remained to the Jesuits, namely, to yield themselves to 
death as their Master had done sixteen centuries betore. 
June )0, 1679. was their execution day but betore they died 
they made a detense that·had an even greater impression on the 
37 Howell, VII 410. 
36 Step~en~ !Aistorl 2! ~ Cr~mlnal &!! 2! England, It 401. 
39 Foley, Vt 238. 
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people than their case in the Court. The de.eanor ot these men 
... 
on the scaftold, and their last oaths aroused scme p~b11c 
40 
sympathy. Eaoh protested his innocence, and called upon God 
whom be would soon see tace to tace to witness his oath. All 
used the same line ot argument, denying any knowledge ot a p+ot 
explaining the doetrine ot the Catholic Ohurch especially re. 
garding the obedience due to kings, and the ftJesuit doctrine ot 
41 
king killing." They pardoned their accusers, the judges and 
the jury, and prayed tor the King and the peace ot the kindgom. 
and ended by commending their souls to Ood. 
To CatholiCs tbeae solemn denials were so conclusive that 
they could not understand how the herties could disbelieve these 
men who were about to render their account betore their Creator. ' 
To Protestants, on the other hand. these oaths were the logical 
42 
expression ot their immoral doctrines. The judges arw jury 
attached no weight to the oaths of the Jesuits for they believed 
them to hold the casuistIc doctrine which according to uninformed 
Protestants allowed the Jesuits to lie in the interests of the 
43 
Church. Bishop Burnet aaya that it was generally believed 
~hat there was some plotting altong the Jesuits, and that the bulk 
,,"0 Hay, The Jesuit. and the Popish Plot, 148 ~l Howel~!11 Htas~p •• chea at t~esultst" 491-501. ~2 Pollock, 33,. 
~3 Trevelyan, 398. 
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of W;1at Oates and his companions awore to was true. though it 
... 
was dreased up with incredible circumstances. He also says that 
the tempers as well as the morals of the Jesuits made it reason-
able that they should have made such a plot and defended them-
selves to the very end by such infamous oaths. By Jesuit morals 
he means thGir doctrine in regard to the deposing or murdering 
44-
of kings, the doctrine of probability, and their casuistry. 
Other pamphleteera undertook to prove that according to Jesuit 
principles these five men although guilty ought to die solemnly 
45 
protesting their innocence. Shaltesbury and his party were 
afraid that Oates t reputation was wanning so they called over a 
secular priest, 'ather John Seargeant t from Holland to dis-
credit the Jesuits and to prove that atter all they had been 
46 justly condemned. 
Atter the Jesuits bad finished their last speeches on the 
scaffold. the cart was drawn away, and they hung for about half 
an hour. Due to the kindness ot the sheriff the usual barbarity 
of the sentence, requiring that they should be cut down while 
yet alive was dispensed with. Atter they were dead their bodies 
were decapitated and quartered atter being disemboweled, and 
44 Burnet, II 191-192_ 
45 Pollock. )!3; Howell, VII, 543-570. 
46 Hay,!h! J,esuits me! 1tU!. Popish Plot, 149. 
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the intestines were burned. What remained of their bodies was 
given to their friends, and buriod in the Ch~rchyard of St. 
47 
Giles in the Fields. 
47 'oley, V. 58. 
OOHSLUSION 
... 
Betore a verdict is reached the case must be summed up. 
The opinions ot prejudiced Protestant historians of the past 
should not influence us unless they have produced some evidence. 
Their Jesuit-myth has been handed down trom generation to 
I 
r;eneratlon even to the present day when it has been popularized 
by Llt~ magazine. 
The reign of Charles II was an age ot ~ntrigue. The propa-
ganda spread against the Catholics in England during this period 
was so succeastul that the majority ot the contemporary Pro-
testants were prone to believe any evil story that they heard 
about the ·papists •• 
fhe tacts of the case are simple. In September, 1678 Titus 
Oates wrote eighty-one articles testifying that the Catholics 
and espeCially the Jesuits were guilty ot treason because ot 
their plans to assassinate King Charles, overthrow the government 
and the Protestant Religion. Since these ehar~es were 80 out-
rageous, the whole matter would have blown over had not air 
Edmund Godfrey been murdered. CatholiCS were accused ot the 
murder ot this magistrate betore whom Oates had made his charges. 
An outburst broke out against the CatholiCS, and the time was 
ripe for Oat.s to push his ease against the Jesuits. 
The London mob was not entirely to blame for its bitter 
... 
hatred of the Jesuits, because the ~/hig politicians had cir-
culated anti-Jesuit propaganda, accusing thmn of planning to 
murder their Protestant neighbors J to burn London to t he ground 
once more, and to kill King Charles. This g~neration had been 
told by thier grandparents that the Jesuits were reponsible for 
the Gun Powder Plot. They themselves could remember catAstrophie 
accredited to the Jesuits, such 8S the Plague, the Great Fire ot 
London 1n 1666, t.he Treaty of Dover and the conversion of James, 
Duke of York. To these people tha Popish Plot, as narrated by 
Oates. was just the latest attempt ot the Jesuits to overthrow 
the English Government and kill all Protestants. 
It, Titus Oates' contemporaries knew his background and 
motives a8 well as we do today, they would not have been so 
inclined to listen to his fabulous story. As has been pOinted 
out even the moat bitter anti-Catholic historians have recogniz-
ed Oates as one or the world' great imposters and perjurers. We 
can pass over his hideous appearance, the Jilany failures of hi s 
early lite, and hi. "conversiontt to Catholicism in 1677. His 
brief and unhappy sojourns at the Jesuit Colleges ot Valladolid 
and St. Omers, as well as his explu8ion trom both or the 
institutions, furnish us with plenty of evidence to prove that 
he sO'lght revenge against the Jest1its. His association with 
the fanatic Dr. Tonge i'uI'ther stigmatizes his as as unreliable 
... 
witness. 
Most of his ci~rges against the Jesuits deserve little 
consideration in our summation. It should be recalled that he 
accused the Jesuit. ot several plans to kill King Charles. over .. 
tnrow the Government and. the Pro,testant religion. His testimony 
in his True Narrative 18 almost entirely based upon lett.ers 
which he was never able to produce, and conversations to which 
he wa. the only witnesa. It we are to accept such circumstantial 
eVidence, it must 8e given by an irreproachable clmracter, and 
we have seen that Oates waa tar from that. Oates knew just 
enough about the personnel of the Jesuits to tit the chief actors 
in his plot, and he picked up just enough information about the 
Society at St. Omers to give his plot a semblance ot truth. In 
weighing and refuting his various charges we have repeatily 
pointed out the open mistakes in Oates' testimony. the approx-
imation of the names, the motives for Jesuit Superiors not to 
trust him on secret miSSions. the lack or evi<.;cilce produced. 
and the fact that he was not present at Madrid and London when 
he claimed to bave been. His motives tor thei3s charges were 
probably revenge against the Jesuits and hope of :reward trom the 
Whigs. Ua hated the Jesuits because they expelled hie from 
Valladolid and St. Omera, and because they rejected him when he 
applied for entrance into the Society. 
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His most importallt charge against the Jesuits was the 
... 
tamous consult at the White Horse Tavern in the Strand. In 
1685 Oates was found guilty ot perjury in his testimony on this 
point. He was correct when he said that there was a meeting 
ot the Jesuits on April 24, 1678. He learned about this pro-
Vincial congregation trom his associates at St. Omera, but his 
imagination magnified this meeting to elect a procurator to go 
to Rome into a treasonable consult. 
We aaw the purpose of this congregation and its personnel 
as it is outlined in the Jesuit Constitution which openly con-
tradicts Titus Oates' testimony. Moreover. from the very 
minutes of the meeting we have shown that its business did not 
include any ot the treaaonable plots that Oate. claimed. as well 
as the fact that Oates' name is not to be found among those 
present. Sixteen of his fellow stUdents at St. Omera testified 
in the famous trial ot the five Jesuits that Oates had not been 
absent from St. Omara from December 10. 1677 to June 2), 1678, 
and even a greater number or witneseea gave the same testimony 
at his perjury trial in 1685. At the very time when he was 
supposed to have been present at the Jesuit prOVincial congregat-
ion in London he was reading at a Sodality meeting at St. Omers. 
One other little detail in Oatea t testimony about the 
Jesuit Consult conclusively proves his perjury. He claimed that 
the meeting in question was held at the White Horse Tavern in 
S7 
the Strand. This hostelry was partially demolished by the time 
Oates spoke about it, and trom the testimony of one otthe White 
Horse workers we tind that she had never seen Oates, and that 
there,was not a room in the tavern that could accommodate more 
tban a dozen people, while Oates had said that between forty and 
fifty Jesuits had consulted there at one time.· King James II 
finally revealed the secret about the place ot the congregation. 
It was beld at St. James Palace, where the Duke ot York, future 
King James II, then lived, but the Jesuits did not want to 
testify that they met in their patron's palace lest they in.olve 
him in a charge of treason for harboring them, even though by 
this testimony they could have proved Oates a perjurer. 
The defendants themselves were outstanding gentlemen who 
had little opportunity to prove their innocence since they were 
kept ignorant of the charges ot Oates until the trial when it 
was almost too late to produce testimony proving their innocence. 
The eloquent addresses ot the accused and the testimony of their 
many witnesaes were ot not avail because of the bigotry ot tbe 
Judge and jury. 
The last oatha and the hereIe deaths of these JesuIts pro-
testing their innocence on the scaffold, and the mercy that they 
extended to their accusers should have softened even the most 
hardened hearts, but the English people or that day .ere so 
88 
victimized by the anti-Jesuit propaganda that they were blind 
to the innocence ot these Jesuit Martyrs. 
An unbiased jury cannot but bring in a verdict ot "Not 
guilty" tor the Blessed Jesuit Martyrs, and "Guilty of perjury" 
for Oates and his associate intormers. this has been the verdict 
of most Protestant historians since the .eventeenth century • 
. 
However, they usually qualify their "lot guilty." In general 
they admit that the Jesuits were not guilty ot the charges that 
Oates made against them, but that they were guilty of plotting 
the ruin ot the Church ot England, and possibly even ot the 
1 
government. According to them Oates t story was a "pure fabrica-
2 
tion," and "the great national delusion," but they are careful 
to add that there was a real Popish Plot. 
It would take us too tar afield 1ro refute adequately this 
prejudiced opinion; we can here merely ofter an explanation. 
l 
There was no plot, but only a situation. The Catholics and 
Jesuits at this time were an oppressed minority, and they were 
naturally attempting to obtain religious freedom. Their 
apostolic mission was to bring England back to what they con-
sidered the true faith, to bring her children back to the one 
1 ct. Walter Walsh, The Jesui~ in Gr2~i Britain, George 
Routledge and Sons;-tondOn, l~l -273 lor the 
opinions ot Bishop Burnet, John !volyn, Leopold von Ranke, 
Hallam IIld Lord Macaulay; cr. also Parry, 34., 
2 Walsh, 27). 
3 Selloe, 160. 
Church. Th1~wa8 the situation in 1678, and the Jesuits' 
endeavor was legitimate when one looks at 1. from this point 
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